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Members of the Educational Travel Consortium’s Executive Advisory Council (EAC) were invited by Visit Wales to hold 
their mid-year planning meeting in Wales from May 19-25, 2017. EAC members were also able to experience the natural 
and cultural opportunities of the country. Participants criss-crossed Wales during the course of their stay.

The EAC is composed of leading affinity, alumni, and museum travel planners, special interest tour operators,   
international destination representatives, and global travel suppliers within the field of educational travel. Their   
biographical sketches begin on page 41. 

Given their expertise and senior leadership in 
experiential and educational group travel,  
EAC members are uniquely qualified to   
provide the programming suggestions,   
operational recommendations, and   
marketing expertise included in this report 
with the specific purpose of benefiting the 
tourism promotion and travel purveyors of 
Wales. 

Specific tasks for the EAC included:

• Evaluation of Wales sites and touring 
itineraries.

• Written impression of Wales and a sample 
itinerary that would appeal to their   
travelers.

• Submission of dynamic photos taken 
while in Wales. 

The Educational Travel Consortium and EAC members express their sincere thanks to Visit Wales, Cambria Tours and the 
in-country co-partners who supported the 2017 mid-year EAC planning meeting. Special thanks to Explority for use of 
their group experience app.

EAC Members and ETC Staff at Llangoed Hall

View from Chateau Rhianfa
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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2.1 IMPRESSION BY FRED ACKERMAN, BLACK SHEEP ADVENTURES

Wales was way more than I expected. I wasn't prepared for the natural beauty of 
the country. It was incredibly green and refined with beautiful rolling hills. 

The people were perfectly lovely and I loved the interactions we had with the 
locals (and visiting French rugby players alike). The feeling of hospitality was 
wonderful. I really enjoyed our meal in the home with the woman and her son.

I LOVED learning that a black sheep was sign of good luck to a farmer - I couldn't 
agree more with the sentiment.

The food was wonderful! The catered meal at Halen Môn was a night to   
remember. From the salt tasting to the final bite, it was exceptional. I'll never 
look at salt the same way.

It was absolutely incredible to get to ride a bicycle in Wales with local guides. 
Pedaling on the highest paved road and on mountain biking trails was perfect 
and an experience I'd love to share with our travelers.

SAMPLE ITINERARY

Day 1: Meet in Cardiff, Tour Cardiff Castle, get fitted to bikes and enjoy an easy spin around Cardiff, overnight in Cardiff

Day 2: Bike to the Royal Mint, tour the mint, bike on to Llanerch Vineyard for lunch, overnight in Abergavenny

Day 3: Bike in Brecon Beacons National Park, tour Penderyn Distillery overnight in Abergavenny

Day 4: Hike in Brecon Beacons National Park, overnight at Llangoed Hall

Day 5: Bike in Snowdonia National Park, meet a local farmer for sheep shearing demonstration overnight at Chateau 
Rhianfa

Day 6: Hike on Anglesey Island, salt tasting at Halen Môn with dinner, overnight at Chateau Rhianfa

Day 7: Depart for home

2.2  IMPRESSION BY JEAN BOUFFARD, ADVENTURE CANADA

Throughout, the accommodations were excellent and in particular, Llangoed Hall was exceptional.

The food was excellent all the way with just one weak link one night at dinner at 
Nanteos Mansion. Llanerch Vineyard was a great venue and good hospitality. Dinner 
at Llangoed Hall was exceptional. I liked the stop at Tu Hwnt I’r Bont (Llanrwst) for 
afternoon tea.  The Halen Môn dinner was an excellent idea.

The visit of the Senedd with an expert guide, gave us a window on democracy in the 
making and the evolution of regional parliaments in Western Europe, when we hear 
mostly about globalisation nowadays.

The visit of the National Museum of Art was excellent (within National Museum), 
albeit a little short. The Royal Mint was a great venue for our meetings and the tour 
was instructive and very professional. 

The tour of the working sheep farm was instructive and authentic. Having an actual 
miner doing the tour at the Big Pit National Coal Museum brought a powerful   
narrative to the experience.  I would have liked to spend more time in Llangollen  

        with a stop at the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct.

Fred Ackerman
Photo credit: Local Welsh Guide

Jean Bouffard at Llangoed Hall
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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The coach guide provided at the beginning of the itinerary was very knowledgeable and personable. The one provided 
for our second leg, a bit weaker, or maybe the first one was too strong. 

Overall, an excellent program setting high standards for the ones to follow!

SAMPLE  ITINERARY

Day 1: Arrival in Cardiff, get settled within the heart of the city, discovery on own, get together at 6 for a foodies   
discovery of this university town. Overnight in Cardiff.

Day 2: Visit of the Castle, then the Senedd, lunch at Blaenavon, lunch with local author or historian, authority on the  
coal mining heydays followed by a visit of the mines. Showcase how the coal mining era influenced the social fabric of 
Wales and how it perceived itself towards UK and the World, arrival late afternoon at Hay-On-Wye. Discovery of the city 
with its steep hills, its Norman ruins, its busy markets and the largest selection of used books stores in the World (30), 
some establishments dedicated to auctions and other to rare books. Overnight in Hay-On-Wye

Day 3: Depart for Aberystwyth with a stop at a narrow gage railway somewhere along the way, either at Devil’s Bridge 
to board the Vale of Rheidol Railway or at Tywyn for the Talyllyn Railway. Arrival in Aberystwyth and visit of the National 
Library of Wales. Dinner at the Old College at Aberystwyth and the Arts Center. Lecture on Welsh Language, its place in 
the family of Gaelic languages, roots of its pronunciation.  Overnight in Aberystwyth

Day 4: Depart Aberystwyth for Aberaeron driving in the A487 along the Cardigan Bay Coast. Stop at Aberaeron for a light 
morning snack and the optional guided walk on the Ceredigion Coast Path to New Quay. It is a 6.6 miles walk on a path 
rated moderate to easy alongside waterfalls. Lunch in New Quay. Visit of Cardigan, shops and galleries, and then head 
South for the largest city on Dylan Thomas Trail, Laugharne. Optional detour to St-David’s, visit of the Cathedral, with 
presentation on the legend of King Arthur and Merlin. Amateurs of poetry will be delighted to visit the boathouse where 
the famed poet lived, and also to have a pint at his preferred pub Brown’s Hotel. The boathouse is full of belongings of 
the poet, there is also ruins of a 12th century castle to visit. Overnight in Laugharne.

Day 5: Depart Laugharne for Swansea and the Gower Peninsula, lunch in Swansea and visit of the Royal Mint in   
Llantrisant. Dinner in Cardiff and free evening in the city. Overnight in Cardiff

Day 6: Visit of the National Museum with an escorted  
interpretation visit of the National Museum of Art painting 
collections, namely the impressionists. Selected diverse  
activities in small groups in the afternoon with locals, visiting 
quaint shops, small parks, hidden gems where only locals go. 
Get together for an early farewell dinner. Overnight in Cardiff

Day 7:  Depart Cardiff for home.

2.3 IMPRESSION BY MELISSA GRESH, MIT

• The Senedd in Cardiff.  Garreth made it very interesting, brought 
the people in government to life and was so well informed. 

• Time on own to walk the downtown in Cardiff.  It is a   
wonderful, lively, and manageable city. 

• Penderyn Whisky distillery.  The explanation of the process and 
the way they conducted the tour were both great. If I drank  
whisky it would be even more interesting, but one does not need 
to be a whisky drinker to enjoy this tour. 

• Time with some local folks at the meeting at Nanteos Mansion. 
I enjoyed the tour of the grounds and conversations with local 
contacts, including the fellow who played guitar and recited a 
poem. That was a big highlight for me. 

• National Library of Wales was very good and I liked the way 
they structured the tour. 

A toast at Halen Môn
Photo credit: Stacy Fiorentinos
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• Family hosted dinners were a treat and a great change of pace. Our hosts were terrific. 

• The salt factory was an interesting way to get insight into what unique  local industries the country has. The food was 
very good and time to chat with the chef was appreciated. 

• The visit to the sheep farm was interesting and I enjoyed being out in the countryside. Gareth Wyn Jones was very 
charming and very interesting to listen to. Would have loved more time here. 

SAMPLE ITINERARY

Day 1: Arrivals to Cardiff, Walking/orientation tour, Dinner, and overnight in  
Cardiff.

Day 2: Cardiff Castle, museum or another point of interest, Lunch downtown in 
pedestrian area, Make way to coast Visit to Senedd, National Museum, Dinner, 
Optional performance at the Cultural Center near the coast, and overnight in  
Cardiff.

Day 3: Train to Gower Peninsula, the Mumbles Countryside exploration and time 
at seaside hotel, visit to a distillery or local attraction with a local guide or lecturer, 
dinner, local music performance, overnight in Mumbles.

Day 4: Day trip to another part of southwest coastal area with time for walking 
on the coast, cooking class and language instruction, dinner with local citizens in 
private homes, overnight in Mumbles.

Day 5: Take the M4 then A84 to A87 to Aberystwyth, tour of Aberystwyth, tour 
of National Library of Wales, a local speaker from the University on the history of 
Wales, cocktails together, dinner on own, overnight in Aberystwyth.

Day 6: Early morning walk, Train ride on Vale of Rheidol Railway 
(or Talyllyn),  explore inland at end of rail line, meeting with 
locals, train/coach back to Aberystwyth, free time in town, dinner on own, and overnight in Aberystwyth.

Day 7: Aberystwyth to Anglesey with lunch en route in  Snowdonia, time for walking near/in Snowdonia, local music 
followed by local fresh seafood dinner, and overnight in Anglesey.

Day 8: Time for walking in the morning, visit to Tyn Llwyfan (working Welsh Farm) in afternoon, Visit to Holyhead,  
farewell dinner, overnight in Anglesey.

Day 9: Return flights home

2.4 IMPRESSION BY KAREN KUTTNER-DIMITRY, LINBLAD EXPEDITIONS

• Food and Drink Safari in Cardiff: This was a great way to start the meeting/
trip as it brought everyone together in a casual way while experiencing a diverse 
range of local specialties.

• Cardiff Castle: We had an inspirational room for our first meeting.

• National Assembly for Wales: This was a behind-the-scenes tour with an  
engaged, passionate Tour Guide

• Y Mochyn Du: It was wonderful to capture local flavor at this Welsh pub in 
Cardiff.

• Big Pit Coal Mine Museum: We heard fascinating stories and had a very  
different touring experience.

• Penderyn Whisky Distillery: I loved learning how the whisky was made.

• Llangoed Hall: This was a “wow” experience and a destination unto itself.  
From the home, to the art to the restaurant and the team, it 
was a stand out.  The story behind the Hall was fascinating too.

Melissa Gresh at Chateau Rhianfa
Photo credit: Joseph Small

Karen Kuttner-Dimitry, Glandyfi Castle
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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• Glandyfi Castle: Another inspirational meeting space.

• Aberystwyth University: It was wonderful to see and 
learn about this college particularly since everyone on 
the EAC is deeply connected to the educational mission 
and because university alumni travel plays a large part in 
our roles. 

• Nanteos Mansion, Aberystwyth: The mansion has  
beautiful grounds and a lake. It was lovely to meet so 
many passionate, dedicated professionals representing 
Wales tourism.

SAMPLE ITINERARY

Below please find an itinerary that would be appealing 
for travelers interested in an immersive, authentic  
experience:

Day 1: International arrival in the UK in late morning;   provide light lunch, perhaps near Castle Coch.

4:00: Food and Drink Safari in Cardiff City Center:  
Experience a guided walking tour of Cardiff while enjoying a 
wide range of Welsh specialties. To add to this experience, it 
would be great if the local chefs came out and talked about their pub and food they were serving.

Overnight: Park Plaza Hotel or another hotel with a view of the waterfront

Day 2:

9:30-11:30: Cardiff Castle: Tour of the castle with opportunities to hear about the local folklore with an emphasis on 
stories of things that happened in the castle. 

12:00 – 3:00 Lunch at Cardiff Bay: Enjoy lunch on the waterfront with time for a walk and exploration (perhaps even a 
kayak or boat trip)

3:00 -5:00: Senedd Tour: Private Tour of the Senedd along with a conversation with a few politicians

5:30: Change at the hotel

6:30: Dinner at a local pub (Y Mochyn Du) or other pub with a local experience

Day 3:

8:00-9:00: Breakfast

9:00-11:00: Royal Mint: Meet a staff person involved with making the money. Learn about a day in their life.

12:00: Lunch out 

2:00- 4:00: Big Pit Coal Mine: Meet a local coal   miner and family and learn more about what their life was like 
first hand to add to the richness of the  
museum. Allow for time to go into the pit.

4:00 – 6:00: Penderyn Whisky Distillery: Tour and 
time for tasting, sitting down, and talking about the 
differences of each whisky. Ideally, there would be 
tables for a group and appetizers could be served 
with the tastings. 

5:00: Drive to Llangoed Hall for overnight.

7:00: Dinner and drinks at Llangoed Hall with the 
owner so he can share the history of the mansion 
and grounds.EAC Meeting, Cardiff Castle

Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli

Aberystwyth University
Photo credit: Ben Sander
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                   Day 4:

8-12 pm: Leisurely morning for yoga, strolls,  
exploration of the grounds, opportunity to 
go out in Rolls Royce car, or late morning tea/
snacks.

12:00: Lunch in university area.

2:00: Head to the seaside coast to Aberystwyth 
University- sit in on a class or an opportunity to 
meet some students. Walk around the   
campus with a private student led tour and /or 
teacher. Allow time for shopping for university 
clothing/gear.

6:00: Dinner at Nanteos Mansion with local 
Celtic music.

Overnight at Llangoed Hall

Day 5:

Optional guided walks on property, bike rides, horseback riding.

Afternoon head to winery for lunch near Cardiff.

5:00 hotel check in.

6:00 dinner and show at the Performing Arts Center.

Day 6:

Breakfast and depart

2.5 IMPRESSION BY ANDREW LOCKWOOD, PACIFIC ISLANDS INSTITUTE

• Beautiful country!  Loved the scenery and landscapes with lush rolling hills dotted by sheep and quaint rural villages.

• Fantastic weather!  At least for the week we were there!  Beautiful blue sky and cool – not cold - temperatures, with 
a pleasant warmth in the sun during the daytime.

• Cardiff: What a great walkable city with too many restaurants and pubs to explore in such a short period of time!

• Cardiff Castle: I guess Castle walls aren’t all rock – what a  
beautiful interior!  Shows what happens when you grow up in 
a place with no castles.

• History: I loved visiting, learning about, and just enjoying the 
historic beauty of the many castles, homes, halls, tea rooms, 
and mansions that we visited.  And learning about the passion 
(folly?) of the people who built the “newer” castles, as well as 
those who care for and restore these historic sites was also 
very interesting.

• Birthplace of the Industrial Revolution: Who knew!?  Maybe 
everyone, but I didn’t!  I didn’t realize that high quality Welsh 
coal combined with its iron ore and technology for making 
steel made Wales an early powerhouse of the industrial   
revolution!

Senedd
Photo credit: Ben Sander

EAC at Royal Mint 
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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• Big Pit National Coal Museum in Blaenafon: A very interesting stop and a rare 
(and disappearing) opportunity to visit a mine and speak to the miners who 
worked it for  decades.  People need to hurry up and visit this place before it 
enters the next chapter of its history in which the interpretation becomes  
second-hand.  I’m sure it’ll still be great, and I’d still gladly visit, but it’ll be  
different.

• Llangoed Hall – I definitely have to return here with my family and spend  
multiple days just enjoying the place and its grounds.  If I had to choose one spot 
where I most felt the absence of my wife.

• Anglesey Island/Ynys Mon – I would love to learn more about the tides in this 
area.  It was fascinating to see the little island in the channel become much  
smaller over a period of hours due to the tidal difference.  I’m interested in  
knowing if that can somehow be experienced – perhaps by boat or by exploring 
the shore at low and at high tide?  I’m  interested in knowing whether there are 
plans to harvest energy from the tidal difference, or if this is already happening?  
I’m interested in knowing how the large tide affects the nature environment and 
human life in historic and present times.  So many topics over this phenomenon 
that obviously happens in other places, but not in the middle of the Pacific.  

• And Chateau Rhianfa was a fantastic venue – I would love to return here and   
spend more time exploring.  

   • I also really enjoyed both the creativity and quality of the meal hosted in the   
      Halen Môn Sea Salt factory.  Who knew there was smoked water, but it made for   
    a fabulous mussel soup!

2.6 IMPRESSION BY ALEKSANDRA MATIC, ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO

Overall, Cardiff is a lovely city. Our guides and hosts were wonderful. The Park Plaza was fine. The room smelled musty. It 
was very nice to meet Andrea Price-Hopkin at the Hilton. I would consider having my members stay there. The tour with 
Sian was fun. She had a lot of information and stories to share and was well-versed on the Welsh food scene. For a group 
walking tour I may suggest trying to use headsets- it's a shame to have a wealth of information and not be able to hear it. 
The pub dinner was not what I'm used to eating. Lauren went above and beyond to get me a simple fish dish which was 
much appreciated. I do appreciate the variety- nicer plated meals, vs. pub food, vs. a home cooked meal, vs. quick  
sandwiches/wraps. The highlight of this dinner was the chance to meet and chat with Margaret Llewellyn. I really  
appreciated her helpful tips on some alternate ideas for my members. The tour of Cardiff Castle was excellent. Our guide 
was wonderful and full of information. 

The tour of the Senedd was not something that I expected to enjoy so much, but Gareth really made that visit. The   
building is impressive but his enthusiasm, insider   
perspective, and stories really made that visit special. The visit 
to the National Museum was a little rushed for me, but I usually 
think museum visits are too short. I did discover a local, living 
artist (Gillian Ayres) whose studio I would love to visit with a 
group pending her availability. The winery lunch was good but 
a little rushed. However, the planners did some important work 
vetting discussion topics. Like the Senedd, I was not expecting 
to be blown away by the Royal Mint. I thought that tour was 
excellent- interesting information and great guide. I was the last 
one out of the museum.

The entire region was just beautiful. The Big Pit Coal Museum 
was really interesting. Again, the guide here was wonderful-we 
were fortunate to have one of the former miners take us 
around and offer an insider perspective. The distillery was ok- 
again, just a personal thing. I'm not a big fan of whisky and the 
smell in the distillery was a bit much for me. 

Sheep!
Photo credit: Fred Ackerman

Llangoed Hall
Photo credit: Ben Sander
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Llangoed Hall was a highlight of the trip for me. The grounds 
were beautiful, our host was gracious and also told us the  
history of the property, the staff was lovely and   
accommodating, meals were excellent, etc. 

I would definitely have my group here for two nights on our 
next trip- last time they only spent one night. 

The visit to Glandyfi Castle was fine. Our hosts were kind and  
gracious. The lunch was fine. After seeing such stunning  
properties elsewhere, this was a bit of a let-down, but provided 
some diversity as far as another type of castle. The  
University was gorgeous but we really only got to see the one 
room. Our host's lecture was very interesting we did not get a 
ton accomplished here, but did get to touch upon some of our  
thoughts on adaptive leadership. It was nice to have that lovely 
view of the Channel, as well. 

There is no question about the National Library but I could have spent another hour here at least. Great guide,       
interesting collection and excellent temporary exhibition. The evening at Nanteos Mansion was terrific. It was nice to 
have several suppliers in one place. I enjoyed chatting with Janet Redler, who helped put together our member trip 
in 2016, and discussing ideas for our next trip. I also had the opportunity to chat with Paula Ellis and learn about her 
property, Twr y Felin Hotel in St. David's. It was helpful to see some of the properties public spaces, which gave me 
ideas for a nice dinner for my members. The dinner was a buffet and really good. I think we all went back for thirds! 
The flautist was a terrific addition to the evening- wonderful story and beautiful music!

The tea room was absolutely charming. A little rushed but we got to continue the conversation we started at the 
winery lunch about planner sessions/luncheon/roundtable topics. Chateau Rhianfa was fabulous, as were the meals 
there. It is a beautiful property on the water with lovely rooms and public spaces. Breakfasts and the lunch we had 
there were very good. Our home visit with Angela and Mike Beverley was really fun. They were so full of energy and 
had terrific stories to tell. We got a tour of their garden, got to meet their dog and son, and were treated to live music 
by Mike. And even though we all lamented how we could possibly be able to eat dinner after lunch and the tea, we 
cleaned our plates of Angela's delicious beef stew and mushy peas.  

The Welsh farm visit was excellent. It was just a nice change of pace and Gareth Wyn Jones and his wife were   
delightful. The Halen Môn tour and dinner was great. Our host was so funny and also full of interesting information. 
The chefs that prepared our dinner made a very brief appearance but their talent is something my members would 
appreciate, perhaps in their restaurant after the salt tour and tasting. The dinner was totally different, unexpected and 
fun. Great food and a fun atmosphere.

SAMPLE ITINERARY

Day 1: 

Arrivals into Cardiff,  check in 

Welcome reception and exhibition viewing

Martin Tinney Gallery (walk from hotel) (meet 
with artist on view or another local artist?) 

Walk to dinner in Cardiff

Overnight Park Plaza or Hilton 

Day 2:

Llandlaff Cathedral 

National Museum of Wales
EAC Meeting, Royal Mint 

Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli

Chateau Rhianfa
Photo credit: Aleksandra Matic
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lunch 

Cardiff Castle tour 

free night in Cardiff

Overnight Park Plaza or Hilton 

Day 3:

Cardiff Bay

Senedd tour (Gareth!)

see Millennium Center 

pop into Pierhead Building

Glanau Manor- tour and lunch 

check in Llangoed Hall

property walk 

reception and study leader lecture #1 in Whistler room 

dinner & overnight at Llangoed Hall

Day 4:

Drive to St. David's with a stop to break up the drive

Choir performance and tour St. David's Cathedral 

lunch or tea  in St. David's

tour Melin Tregwynt

check in, dinner & overnight at Twr y Felin  

Day 5: 

University-School of Art/Museum 

study leader lecture #2

lunch Ynyshir Hall

National Library of Wales

MoMA Machynlleth

tour and tasting Dyfi Distillery 

check in, dinner, and overnight at Chateau Rhianfa

Day 6: 

Bodelwyddan Castle/ National Portrait Gallery 

Jones Farm

Bodnant Gardens tour and lunch 

artist studio/private collection?

back to Chateau Rhianfa 

dinner in Anglesey- restaurant chefs from salt tour work in- Name? 

overnight Chateau Rhianfa

Tu Hwnt l'r Bont, Llanrwst 
Photo credit: Aleksandra Matic

National Library of Wales in Aberystwyth
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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Day 7: 

departures from Manchester

2.7 IMPRESSION BY BETH RAY-SCHROEDER, DUKE UNIVERSITY 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Wales is beyond the highest expectations! It is extensive and there 
is way more to see and do than I ever anticipated. I believe there are 
many themes for programs there, and general land in-depth itineraries. 
I have put a *** next to my favorites.

Cardiff was a surprise.  I was very impressed by the bustling pedestrian 
streets and the relative youth of everyone around. The weather was 
gorgeous, and everyone seemed to be celebrating this. The people 
seemed just so very happy! I greatly enjoyed the Cardiff Bay area and 
am very impressed by the investment the Welsh government has made 
in Cardiff.

The natural beauty of mid-Wales is etched in my  mind. And the North 
East is dramatic and breathtaking. I would have like to take the train on 
Mount Snowdon. Seeing that would have been the icing on the cake – 
or the bacon in the Welsh Rarebit.

Food Safari by Sian:  maybe could have been a better selection of 
foods. Maybe not a full meal, but samplings in a few places – but I  really liked the walking. I think the drink at the 
Hilton was excellent, but not the Welsh Rarebit. In general, I think 
this is a terrific way for a group to ‘meet’ Cardiff and sample local 
foods and spaces.

***Cardiff Castle: the tour was a highlight, and there was even more to see.

The National Museum has some lovely art, but I would recommend to travelers who have an afternoon on their own. 
Or, this would be a terrific ‘bad weather day’ visit. We needed more time there. 

***Cardiff Bay: is unbelievable. How they filled it, the Senedd, 
the Performing Arts Center – it is a fun destination and it would 
be nice to have time to sit outside or shop.  David was an  
excellent guide.

The Senedd:***Gareth made that tour great. He was   
fantastic. Always Gareth.

Dinner at Y Mochyn Du: great place for groups and the 
food was truly very good.

The Royal Mint: I learned a lot, but the tour would be 
more special if we would have had time to go inside... not 
sure about adding it to an itinerary, however. 

Luncheon at Llanerch Vineyard: out of our way, and  
although beautiful, I think we could have had a sandwich 
in the bus and made better use of the time

***Big Pit Coal Museum: The most important stop for me. 
The area, villages, this particular place and the museum 
were a pivotal visit for me. I was haunted by the desolate 
hills and the tales by the coal miner himself. I believe a visit to Wales needs to include education on the Coal Industry 
– the Bute Family/Cardiff – and how this fossil fuel lifted Wales through the industrial area, while depleting the beauty 

Cardiff Castle 
Photo credit: Fred Ackerman

Big Pit Coal Museum
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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of the lands. I think it’s important to celebrate this spirited and determined, basically impoverished, people, who set the 
standards for coal mining in the world. 

Wales' success today seem to mostly have been built on the backs of these people in addition to farmers and the British 
elite.

Penderyn Whisky Distillery: interesting, and great visit,  if not out of 
the way. 

***LLangoed Hall: wow. Just fantastic. The art, the grounds and the 
opportunity to meet Callum Milne. It was very special and should be 
part of any visit.

Glandify Castle: pretty, and interesting to see how to make owning 
a castle a sustainable option, but not worth it for lunch. Not big 
enough for groups. 

***Aberystwyth:  University/ The National Library/Nanteos   
Mansion - I really liked this area, and think the Old University will be 
even more interesting when refurbished. I would have liked more 
time on my own in the Library, and there seems to have been a 
great restaurant nearby (Michelin 1 Star), but I truly enjoyed the 
evening at Nanteos Mansion. Less the food, and more the music 
and the estate. Wales is famous for music – even the National   

              Anthem (which I don’t believe we ever heard). 

***LLangollen: great little town, would have loved to take the train at some point during the trip. It was good to walk 
some. I imagine there was much more to see, and Lauren indicated as much. I wish I had known Roberta would be our 
guide for the remainder of the tour.

***Tu Hwntl’r Bont: loved this place! I just wish I would have been hungry and not expecting dinner 2 hours later.

Chateau Rhianfa: I truly liked this place, and would stay there again. Beautiful and perfect for our meeting. So glad we 
had more meeting time there.

Welsh Home Meal with Roger and Judy: so fun, not sure about having in an itinerary, but I am very glad I could go there 
and share time with them.

***Tyn Llwyfan Farm: This is a definite and something worthwhile 
in a general land itinerary. It’s important to understand the heritage, 
shepherding and farming that is pivotal to Wales.

Bakery: not really interesting, but we made it fun. That said, the 
town! I would have loved to see the town and wander the castle 
ruins on the sea.

***Halen Môn Sea Salt Factory: this was terrific fun, a brilliant  
hostess, and very interesting. Definitely a highlight.

Amazing how much we did! I am very grateful. 

SAMPLE ITINERARY

I am having to embellish, but I would proceed North to Mid and then   
South West Wales. Certainly one night's lodging could be at Llangoed Hall,   
with many visits to estates and gardens. Time of year would be important.

Day 1: Arrive Manchester. 

***3 Overnight at Chateaux Rhianfa, Angelsey

Day 2: Visit Bodnant Gardens

Day 3: Plas Newydd in Anglesey. 

Penrhiw Hotel
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli

EAC Making Bread, Dylans Criccieth
photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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Travel to see Castle Caernarfon

Take the train up Mount Snowdon 

Day 4: Visit Snowdonia and go to Plas Brondanw Gardens 
and Poretmeirion. 

***2 Overnight in Llangollen

Day 5: Visit also Plas Tan y Bwlch Gardens

Day 6: Visit Chirk Castle and Erddig near Wexham

Day 7: Then travel to Welshpool to visit Powis Castle and 
Garden – stay there all day.

***2 Overnight at LLangoed Hall

Day 8:  stay there 2 nights maybe (depending reasonable day-trips)

I think the Big Pit is important to whole picture of how lands and gardens  
are utilized

Day 9:  Travel to Aberaeron to see Llanerchaeron 

***2 Overnight Havordswest

Day 10:  Visit Picton Castel Gardens & Gallery

Drive to Llanarthe to visit the Nathial Botanic Gardens of Wales

See Aberglasney House and Gardens

***2 Overnight Swansea

Day 11:  Dyffryn Gardens

Margam park

Day 12: Depart Cardiff. 

2.8 IMPRESSION BY BEN SANDER, BLACK SHEEP ADVENTURES

Highlights for me were:

1. Visiting the outdoor Wales Cultural History Museum

2. A productive meeting where I feel like we moved some 
important issues forward.

3. Family hosted dinners were a real treat and a great change 
of pace to round our Wales experience. 

4. The salt factory was a fantastic ending to a great week to 
get insight into what unique local industries the country has.

5. The visit to the sheep farm was interesting I just wish we 
would have seen more of the farm and demonstrations.

6. Would have loved to see more castles!

7. Food safari in Cardiff needs to be longer, I know it is our 
first night but would have been great to see more of the city.

Llanerch Vineyard 
Photo credit: Ben Sander

Cardiff Castle bathroom
Photo credit: Mara DelliPriscoli
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SAMPLE ITINERARY

Day 1: Spend the morning exploring the outdoor Wales Cultural History Museum and in the afternoon do a walking tour 
of Cardiff Castle followed by time on your own at the Cardiff Museum.

Day 2: Travel North of Cardiff to Brecon Beacons National Park for some hiking and exploring before settling into your  
historic accommodations at Llangoed Hall. Take an evening stroll as the sun is setting around the grounds to learn all 
about the sustainability practices of this unique chateau.

Day 3: After breakfast take a walk from the hotel to a nearby 
hanging bridge to get a sense of this unique region. Spend the 
afternoon finding the hidden gems of the national park.

Day 4: Travel to southwest coast of Wales to explore   
St. David's Cathedral and an afternoon walk in Pembrokeshire 
Coast National Park.

Day 5: A day of exploring of this coastal national park.

Day 6: Travel north along the coast to Snowdonia national park 
to explore the lakes and trails of the park.

Day 7: Spend most of the day exploring Snowownia before late 
departures back home.

2.9 IMPRESSIONS BY JOSEPH SMALL, AHI

Cardiff is vibrant, bustling, accessible, youthful, boisterous, 
historic, regal but relaxed, ancient castle, modern buzz,   
raucous, perhaps a bit dodgy at times (public drunkenness),   
monumental, scenic waterfront, national institutions of great 
value (National Museum and Senedd), a bit of a hotel  
challenge, serendipitous.  The highlight for me was    
the convergence of EAC with the  French soccer team at Y Mochyn Du.

The Royal Mint made for a great meeting environment.  Thoroughly impressed with the delicacy, artistry and exactitude 
of the coin making process.  Security system also very interesting.  The highlight was the “Penny Lane” car of coins.

It is surprising to find a winery in Wales and so close to Cardiff.  The lunch at Llanerch Vineyard provided a pastoral  
respite from the busy schedule in Cardiff.  The landscape was the highlight.

The Big Pit provided insight into the dominant role played by the coal industry in the development of modern Wales.  
The Museum was fascinating, even though we did not get to go into the mine.  The highlight was the retired miner who 
guided us through the exhibit and regaled with stories of life in 
coal mining days.  They did bring canaries into the mines!

Whisky tasting at Penderyn showed innovation of old traditions 
that seemed to be a theme throughout our stay in Wales. The 
highlight was the Myth Whisky.

A real highlight of the entire trip was the stop at the National  
Library with the film that focused on poet Hedd Wyn.  The  
acting and language was simply moving.

Llangollen is lovely.  Great town for a walk.  Felt free and easy 
on a sunny day by the flowing clear waters of the River Dee 
pouring down from Snowdonia.  The cup of tea made it perfect.

The Senedd Building Tour
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli

River by Carew
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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The scenic location of Chateau Rhianfa, its beautiful 
rooms and atmosphere were a fantastic way to finish of 
the journey.

Our hotel stay at Llangoed Hall provided us with an   
exclusive up-market hotel experience.  Impressed by 
the personal attention of the owner, Calum Milne.  His 
warm welcome and personally-guided tour were the 
highlight.  Learned a bit about bee keeping.  His efforts 
towards sustainability are admirable, as were the meals 
we enjoyed there.  The staff was enthusiastic and ready 
to perform any feat to make our stay memorable.  

I loved the tea stop in the picturesque cottage…couldn’t 
resist the scones or the view of the river.

The scenic location of Chateau Rhianfa, its beautiful 
rooms and atmosphere were a fantastic way to finish off 
the journey.

SAMPLE ITINERARY:

Day 1: Arrive Cardiff, Transfer to Hilton or Park Plaza hotel, Welcome Reception, Dine-Around

Day 2: Cardiff Orientation with stops at Cardiff Castle, National  Museum and Senedd

Day 3: Hay on Wye Festival

Day 4: Coastal trip to St. Davids

Day 5: St. Davids

Day 6: Transfer to Aberystwyth.  Overnight Nanteos with Dinner & Entertainment

Day 7: Transfer to Betws-y-Coed

Day 8: Excursion of Betws-y-Coed, Plas Newydd, Horseshoe Pass to Ruthin Castle

Day 9: Snowdonia by Rail including Lladudno, Conwy and Snowden Mountain Railway, Farewell Party and Dinner

Day 10: Return home

Bedroom at Glandyfi Castle
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli

Chateau Rhianfa, Living Room
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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2.10 IMPRESSION BY DAN STYPA, RICE UNIVERSITY

Over the course of our week long visit to Wales for the EAC meeting, I found the country to be inspiring, educational, and 
engaging. Having never visited the country prior to this meeting, I was unsure of what to expect but was very pleasantly 
surprised by the rich diversity of things to experience in the country.

The first visit to Cardiff Castle really set the tone for the trip.  The 
hospitality and warm demeanor of the guide in such a historic 
venue was awe-inspiring.  It was great to have started our meeting 
in such a meaningful location.  The visit to the Senedd later that day 
was the highlight of the trip for me!  As someone who is  
interested in politics and government, it was such a treat to be able 
to be inside the beautiful building to learn about the inner-working 
of the country’s government.  The guide, Garreth, was absolutely 
phenomenal.  His passion and charisma are unforgettable and when 
we have a group visit the country, I hope that my travelers will be 
able to meet Garreth.

The following day’s visits to the Royal Mint and Llanerch Vineyard 
were enjoyable.  I liked being able to see the production of the coins 
and have time to walk through the museum.  Given the far-reaching        
distribution of the coins, it was enjoyable to see them getting 
made.  At the vineyard, I enjoyed having time to visit.  Although 
I wish we would have had time to learn about it and meet staff 
there, it was still nice to be able to visit and walk around the grounds.  Following that, our trip to the National Coal 
Museum was good – but could have been better.  Given the very tight schedule, we did not get to see much and the visit 
felt quite rushed.  However, the guide that we had was superb and his personal stories added much to the experience.  
Finally, the visit at Penderyn Whisky Distillery was awesome.  As someone who likes to experience wine, beer, and spirits 
from around the world, this was something I was most excited about – and it did not disappoint.  I enjoyed the different 
samples and learning about their processes.  I purchased a bottle that I am still enjoying and each time I have some, it 
takes me back to being at the  distillery.

Our time in Aberystwyth was delightful!  Although I am admittedly not a big library person, it was still fascinating to learn 
about the National Library and its history.  However, the highlight of our time in the quaint city for me was our visit to 
the university old college.  As a staff member at a university, I always enjoy learning about other schools and the staff 
there was so welcoming and warm.  I wish we had time to walk around the city 
and along the water, but it was  nice nonetheless to be on the coast for a bit to 
experience that area of the country.

Ending our trip in Menai Bridge was great!  The home hosted dinner was  
spectacular – my hosts Judy and Roger were most welcoming and hospitable.  
They cooked a delicious meal and it was such a treat being able to have this 
local immersion experience.  Being back home, it feels nice thinking that I have a 
personal connection with a lovely family in Wales.  I also enjoyed our final dinner 
at the Halen Môn Sea Salt factory.  It was a unique experience and a fun way to 
wrap up our time together.

SAMPLE ITINERARY

Day 1:

• Fly into Cardiff and then transfer to the Hilton City Center.  This evening, enjoy a 
welcome reception and dinner at a local restaurant with fellow travelers.

Day 2: 

• Enjoy breakfast at the hotel and then enjoy a private guided tour of Cardiff 
Castle.  After the private tour, enjoy lunch in one of the private meeting rooms at 
the castle.  During lunch, you will have a lecture by one of the top guides at the 
Cardiff Castle who will enlighten you on the history of this impressive historical 
castle.

EAC at Tu Hwnt l'r Bont 
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli

Cardiff Bay
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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• After lunch, you will have the choice of optional afternoon excursions:

- National Museum – here, you will have a private tour followed by 
time for independent exploration of the museum.

- Senedd – here, you will have a private tour of the National Assembly 
and learn about the Wales government

- Independent time – you have the option of exploring the city on your 
own

• Following your afternoon excursion, you will return to your hotel 
for some free time.  Then, there will be a private dinner in a local  
restaurant on Cardiff Bay.  You will meet the chef and learn about the 
food you will enjoy for dinner as you overlook the beautifully   
maintained bay.

Day 3:

• Enjoy breakfast at the hotel and then enjoy a lecture by a Welsh 
historian.  After this enlightening talk, you will take a short drive to 
the Wales Millennium Centre where you will enjoy a private music 
performance by one of Wales’ most impressive musical ensembles.  Once the performance is over, you will have free 
time for lunch.

• In the afternoon, transfer by premium motor coach to Aberystwyth.  This beautiful seaside village will delight and  
inspire.  Upon arrival, there will be a private reception at your hotel and the evening is yours to explore this coastal  
community.

Day 4:

• Enjoy breakfast at your hotel and then spend the morning at the National Library of Wales.  You will begin your visit 
with a lecture given by the lead librarian, followed by a tour of the archives.  This impressive collection is sure to inspire 
your curiosity.

• Following your morning visit at the library, you will then take a short drive to the Harbour where you will enjoy lunch 
in a private restaurant overlooking the beautiful water.  Then, you will take a short walk to the Castle Grounds and War 
Memorial.  Your private guide will show you around these impressive sights before going back to your hotel.  

• This evening, you will enjoy a home hosted dinner with a local family.  You will be assigned a local family and be  
provided with transportation to and from their home.  This will be a truly remarkable experience and an opportunity to 
experience local life.

Day 5:

• Enjoy breakfast at your hotel before transferring to the Isle of Anglesey.  Along your drive, you will pass through  
Snowdonia National Park.  You will stop for lunch in a local village 
at a castle that will be open just for the group.  

• After lunch, you will then continue to Anglesey where you will 
check into Chateau Rhianfa.  This tastefully appointed hotel will 
be your home for the final two nights.  Dinner will be served in 
their private dining room while you enjoy a local historian who will 
provide insights into the history of the Isle of Anglesey.

Day 6:

• Enjoy breakfast at the hotel before visiting Holyhead.  Here, 
you will have time to explore the city after a private visit to the 
Holyhead Maritime Museum.  After lunch on your own, you will 
then visit the Halen Môn Sea Salt company where you will have 
a private tour and then mine your own salt.  A tasting experience 
will highlight your visit at this unique attraction.  

Lauren Summers at Tyn Llwyfan Farm 
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli

Tenby 
Photo credit: Barbara Rempp
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• You will then transfer back to Chateau Rhianfa 
to have free time to enjoy the lush property and 
prepare for your journey home.

• This evening, you will enjoy a closing   
farewell reception and dinner at Dylan’s  
Waterside Restaurant.  Following dinner, you 
will return to Chateau Rhianfa for your final 
night.

Day 7:

• Breakfast will be available at the hotel  
beginning early in the morning.  There will be 
transfers available to area airports throughout 
the morning.

2.11 IMPRESSION BY ENRIQUE VELASCO, COLTUR PERU

The touring was highlighted by flawless operation and superb staff (Kathryn, the drivers).  

Accommodations throughout were good. The Cardiff Park Plaza is a modern hotel, but I guess that in Cardiff (as in Lima), 
being a modern city, location plays a much more important role than in other parts of the country. Our second inn was 
just out of this world, and Chateau Rhianfa, once the renovations are made, will join that category. 

The program was a bit too packed in my opinion. Having said that, I fully understand that the idea was to show both  
travel planners and US tour operators as many options of what Wales has to offer as possible. 

I would have very much liked to be "hosted" in different visits by true experts. For example, in the Senedd. Not sure how 
feasible it would be to have an actual member talk to us for a bit, or maybe a political analyst. Going out on a limb, I 
guess that hosts like this would be of interest for alumni groups. 

I was expecting to learn about the Celts (personal interest) but this subject was not addressed. Not sure why, being an 
important part of Welsh history. 

Same idea for the Cardiff Castle - there were Roman remains but the issue of Roman occupation of Wales and that por-
tion of Welsh history was not addressed. 

The farm, the home dinner and the sea salt manufacturing facility superb. True authentic experiences where a big part of 
the "success" was due to the hosts. 

Last, but most definitely not least, Lauren. She has set 
the bar so high that I'm "relieved" that Peru was done 
before Wales. What a host! Simply outstanding. 

Conway Castle 
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli

EAC at Dylans Criccieth 
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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3.0   SITE REPORT & EVALUATION
3.1	 Rating	for	overall	experience	in	Wales:

The majority of respondents rated their experience as “excellent” or "good" (76%). Overall the participants felt:

 86% - "I benefited professionally from touring"

 94% - "I am excited about Wales as a destination"

• Visit Wales did a wonderful job as did Cambria Tours.

• We certainly felt safe the entire time we were there, even when there was a terrorist attack just 1-1/2 hours away at  
Manchester. 

• Mahalo for a well-planned, well-executed program to a very beautiful and interesting destination populated with nice 
people..makes a trip like this wonderful.

Comments:
• The Park Plaza was fine. The room smelled musty.

• Had [the] best gin and tonic ever at the Hilton!

• The pub dinner was not what I'm used to eating. Lauren went above and beyond to get me a simple fish dish which 
was much appreciated. I do appreciate the variety- nicer plated meals, vs. pub food, vs. a home cooked meal, vs. 
quick sandwiches/wraps. 

• The food tour was too brief, it would have been nice to see more of Cardiff and walked more of it, the three locations 
were very close to each other.

• I found the hotel in Cardiff to be very ordinary - it could use some improvement, particularly in the customer service 
aspect. They need porters, please?

3.2	 Ratings	for	Cardiff:

Llanerch 
Vineyard: 
Lunch

Y Mochyn 
Du: Dinner

Cardiff 
Castle: 
Lunch

Food Safari: 
Park Plaza 
Dessert

Food Safari: 
Potted Pig

Food Safari: 
Hilton Apps

Park Plaza: 
Meals

Park Plaza: 
Accommoda
tions

Excellent 5 7 2 3 1 3 1 2
Good 7 6 7 6 9 7 12 9
Average 1 1 4 2 3 0 0 3
N/A 0 0 0 3 1 4 1 0
Poor 1 0 1 0

0	   2	   4	   6	   8	   10	   12	   14	   16	  

Llanerch Vineyard: Lunch 

Y Mochyn Du: Dinner 

Cardiff Castle: Lunch 

Food Safari: Park Plaza Dessert 

Food Safari: Potted Pig 

Food Safari: Hilton Apps 

Park Plaza: Meals 

Park Plaza: Accommodations 

Excellent 

Good 

Average 

N/A 

Poor 

Accommodations	&	Food
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The Senedd Building 
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli

Comments	specific	to	tours	&	guides:

• The tour of the Senedd was not something that I expected to enjoy so much, but Gareth really made that visit. The 
building is impressive but his enthusiasm, insider perspective, and stories really made that visit special. 

• I was not expecting to be blown away by the Royal Mint. I thought that tour was excellent- interesting information 
and great guide. I was the last one out of the museum. 

•  Visiting the Living Museum was excellent 

Ratings	for	Cardiff	Tours	&	Guiding

The Royal 
Mint: Tour

Gareth 
Coombs: 
Senedd 
guide

David 
Thompson: 
2 day guide

Cardiff Bay: 
Tour

National 
Museum of 
Cardiff: Tour

Cardiff 
Castle: Tour

Food Safari: 
Guiding

Castle Coch: 
Tour

Excellent 7 14 12 3 3 7 3 1
Good 7 0 2 9 8 5 5 2
Average 0 0 0 2 1 1 2 1
N/A 0 0 0 0 2 1 4 10
Poor 0 0 0 0

0	   2	   4	   6	   8	   10	   12	   14	   16	  

The Royal Mint: Tour 

Gareth Coombs: Senedd guide 

David Thompson: 2 day guide 

Cardiff Bay: Tour 

National Museum of Cardiff: Tour 

Cardiff Castle: Tour 

Food Safari: Guiding 

Castle Coch: Tour 

Excellent 

Good 

Average 

N/A 

Poor 

Comments	specifically	about	Cardiff	area:

• Overall, a lovely city. 

• Great walkable city under fantastic weather conditions!  

• Cardiff was a surprise. The bustling pedestrian streets 
and the relative youth of everyone around. The people 
seemed just so very happy! 

• It can clearly be the launching spot for a big tour. 

• Very impressed with the city.  Look forward to having 
travelers visit the city on a future trip soon.

• Cardiff was excellent. 

• Very compact and lively city. Wish I could have been 
there longer. 

• Youthful and energetic.  Great shopping and lots to do.

• Lively, robust vibe. Very attractive and interesting city to visit.
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3.3	 Ratings	for	Brecon	Beacons	Area

Comments:

• Llangoed Hall was a highlight of the trip for me. The grounds were   
beautiful, our host was gracious and also told us the history of the   
property,the staff was lovely and accommodating, meals were excellent, 
etc. I would definitely have my group here for two nights on our next trip.

• We had a beautiful accommodation to return to in Llangoed 
Hall.

• The hotel was very nice but the room was lacking in terms 
of proper lighting in bathroom and ample noise coming from 
hallway.

• The evening at Nanteos Mansion was terrific. 

• The dinner was a buffet and really good. I think we all went 
back for thirds! The flautist was a terrific addition to the  
evening-wonderful story and beautiful music!

Nanteos 
Mansion: 
Dinner

Glandyfi 
Castle: 
Lunch

Llangoed 
Hall: Meals

Llangoed 
Hall: 
Accommoda
tions

Excellent 4 3 12 12
Good 5 8 1 1
Average 4 3 1 1
N/A 0 0 0 0
Poor 1 0 0

0	   2	   4	   6	   8	   10	   12	   14	   16	  

Nanteos Mansion: Dinner 

Glandyfi Castle: Lunch 

Llangoed Hall: Meals 

Llangoed Hall: Accommodations 

Excellent 

Good 

Average 

N/A 

Poor 

Llangollen Town
Photo credit: Mara DelliPriscoli

Accommodations	&	Food
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Rating	for	Brecon	Beacons	Area	Touring	&	Guiding

Comments:

• The Big Pit Coal Museum was really interesting. Again, the guide here was wonderful-we were fortunate to have one of 
the former miners take us around and offer an insider perspective.

• Probably would have rated Aberystwyth University higher if we had [the] chance to tour, but didn't so couldn't - great 
tea, though!  

• I wish that we'd had time to go underground at the Big Pit Coal Museum. 

• Great to have had the opportunity to pass through the park.

• There is no question about the importance of the National Library but I could have spent another hour here at least. 
Great guide, interesting collection and excellent temporary exhibition. 

• The visit to Glandyfi Castle was fine. Our hosts were kind and gracious.

• Enjoyed the engaging and entertaining guide at Big Pit. 

Nanteos 
Mansion: 
Meet & 
Greet

Aberystwyth 
University: 
Tour & 
Meeting

Glandyfi 
Castle: Tour

Penderyn 
Whisky 
Distillery: 
Tour

Big Pit 
National 
Coal 
Museum: 
Tour

Excellent 6 3 1 6 4
Good 7 7 5 7 4
Average 0 3 4 1 2
N/A 1 1 2 0 3
Poor 0 0 2 0 1

0	   2	   4	   6	   8	   10	   12	   14	   16	  

Nanteos Mansion: Meet & Greet 

Aberystwyth University: Tour & 
Meeting 

Glandyfi Castle: Tour 

Penderyn Whisky Distillery: Tour 

Big Pit National Coal Museum: 
Tour 

Excellent 

Good 

Average 

N/A 

Poor 

Comments	specifically	about	Brecon	Beacons	Area:

• Beautiful area. Driving at sunset through the mountains was a highlight.

• Would have appreciated more in terms of geologic history, and nature walks.

• Traversing the country was a great opportunity to see central Wales. I was especially impressed by the homes, the 
greenness, [and] the good food.

• The Beacons are beautiful.
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3.4	 Rating	for	Snowdonia	&	Northern	Wales

Comments	Accommodations	&	Food:

• Chateau Rhianfa was fabulous, as were the meals there. Beautiful property on the water with lovely rooms and public 
spaces. Breakfasts and the lunch we had there were very good. 

• We clean[ed] our plates of Angela's delicious beef stew and mushy peas.

• The two dinners at the home and at the salt factory were great.

• Hotel bathroom limitations included poor lighting and nowhere to put anything.

• At the sea salt facility, both our host and the meal were outstanding. 

• loved... the accommodation at the Castle

Halen Môn 
Sea Salt 
Factory: 
Dinner

Halen Môn 
Sea Salt 
Factory: 
Tour & 
Tasting

Dylans 
Criccieth: 
Baking 
Workshop

Welsh Farm, 
Tyn Llwyfan: 
Tour

Welsh Home 
Experience: 
Dinner

Chateau 
Rhianfa: 
Meals

Chateau 
Rhianfa: 
Accommoda
tions

Tu Hwnt l’r 
Bont: Tea

Excellent 9 9 8 9 11 4 9 7
Good 3 2 2 1 0 5 2 3
Average 1 0 2 2 0 2 1 2
N/A 1 3 2 1 3 3 2 2
Poor 0 1

0	   2	   4	   6	   8	   10	   12	   14	   16	  

Halen Môn Sea Salt Factory: 
Dinner 

Halen Môn Sea Salt Factory: Tour 
& Tasting 

Dylans Criccieth: Baking 
Workshop 

Welsh Farm, Tyn Llwyfan: Tour 

Welsh Home Experience: Dinner 

Chateau Rhianfa: Meals 

Chateau Rhianfa: 
Accommodations 

Tu Hwnt l’r Bont: Tea 

Excellent 

Good 

Average 

N/A 

Poor 

Comments	Tours	&	Guiding:

• The Halen Môn tour and dinner was great. Our host was so funny and also full of 
interesting information. 

• The Welsh farm visit was excellent. It was just a nice change of pace and Gareth 
Wyn Jones and his wife were delightful. 

• Our guide in the north was not as interesting as David, although very sweet.

• I felt like we were in the bus a lot and the guide wasn't the most 
engaging but overall it was nice.

• The baking workshop had highs and lows and it would have been 
nice to explore the area a little more instead. 

• The afternoon tea seemed to just be pushed in the itinerary and didn't go with the flow of the trip. 

Accommodations	&	Food

Halen Môn, Isle of Anglesey
Photo credit: Fred Ackerman
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Comments	specifically	about	Snowdonia	&	Northern	Wales	area:

• I really liked the Snowdonia/Northern Wales area and all the activities that were scheduled, notably the beauty of the 
countryside, the great small towns that I would have loved to explore given more time, the home-hosted dinner, the 
castles - everything!

• The views from the windows of the bus were breathtaking, but I wished I had my map to follow along where we were 
(my fault), or had someone explaining the history of the region. 

• I love North Wales!  I had no idea how mountainous and beautiful it is!

• Such a beautiful area with so many attractions and such great natural beauty.

• Beautiful area. Would have liked more time for exploring

• Loved the area - the beauty of the area

Chateau Rhianfa
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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3.5		 Feedback	on	Cambria	Tours	(in-bound	DMC):

Comments	Specific	to	Kathryn	Colling,	Cambria	Tours:

• I think Kathryn did a wonderful job overall. She seemed a bit frazzled at times but we are a large demanding group, so 
I get it. She handled logistics and any issues that arose well, as far as I could tell. And she made delightful conversation 
as a dinner companion, again, providing an insider's view. 

• Katherine was kind, competent, and in control - a perfect logistical host!

• Kathryn was great and did all she could to make sure every person enjoyed the trip. 

• Kathryn did a good job managing a difficult group with good humor and patience. 

• Katherine was a true delight!

• Tour manager was excellent. She kept things on schedule, flexible with visits being rescheduled on timing, always  
pleasant. 

• I appreciated Kathryn's hard work.

• Kathryn went above and beyond to make sure our tour was a success. Very happy with them.

Comments	Specific	to	Cambria	Tours	and	itinerary:

• Great work!  Very well organized itinerary executed smoothly.  

• I think this company is good and can be great.

• They were probably asked to do more than can really fit into the time we had.

• Cambria Tours did an amazing job trying to meet the high expectation of showing us as much as possible in a very  
limited amount of time. I think the timelines were ambitious, and a briefing on the whole trip, potential time   
constraints, change in guides, timeliness, etc., would have helped us a lot to be more mobile. We needed a firmer hand 
and some presentations could have been made through vendors, instead of driving there (like the Vineyard,   
Glandyfi Castle, the bakery).

• I think they did a wonderful job managing the tour.  I like that they have found this niche market and only focus on 
Wales.  

• Very nicely done!  I know we were a special group since we needed to see so much in a short period of time but I wish 
there wouldn't have been as much driving and a bit more cushion in the timing. I felt like we were rushed the whole 
time.

• Operationally impeccable. 

• Cambria did a very nice job.

• On the whole, everything was perfect.

• Should have picked a roomier vehicle for the transfer to Manchester Airport (second departure).

• All operated smoothly.  Cambria seems to understand our market and has the infrastructure, connections, and  
logistical grasp to be a competent DMC.

• Delivered a fast paced overview of Wales and managed all details with precision. Not sure who selected or paid for 
castle lunches and the tourism get together venue but food was not a good representation as it seems costs were cut 
there.

• I could see the company is very professional and in command of their product. I wish along the way we could have 
learned more about the natural history, the music, and the literature/poetry of the country.  I did not like the style of 
either of the guides.

• Cambria was wonderful.
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3.6		 Comments	on	additional	touring	experiences	&	suggestions	for	suppliers:

• I think the underlying theme for this meeting in terms 
of destination is "hospitality". The people we met really 
made the program. We had some fantastic visits and  
accommodations, but it was really the people that made it 
special. We did not encounter one person during the entire 
program who was not welcoming and generous and most 
went above and beyond that. 

• My only real advice would be to make sure that all   
speakers/guides are truly expert in their areas (subjects and 
geographic areas), as this is a highly educated market that 
will have a lot of questions and will want to be able to ask 
them and to drill down.  I'm not familiar with how guides/
speakers are rated in Wales, but in our part of the world, 
I often compare docents and expert and we need experts. 
Experts are people with loads of experience gained either 
through "book-learning" or from their work "in the field". 

• The bakery was a missed opportunity. It wasn't traditional Welsh bread as far as I could glean. I would have rather 
walked through that pretty town and around the castle. I am not even sure where we were, nor if it would         
realistically be on an itinerary we would offer to travelers.

• The Coal Mine experience needed more time, but it was good. I worry about limited mobility access to it, however.

• The Tea Room was fantastic, but we were starving, and then had to eat with the family shortly after resulting in too 
much food, and waste. We needed to walk a bit.

• Didn't see much of Snowdonia. Would have liked to take the train to the top.

• The vineyard lunch could be left off. Castle Glandyfi as well. 

• I really like Chateau Rhianfa, but never got a sense of where we were located in relationship to how we would use it 
for a tour.

• The Nanteos Mansion was a great idea, including vendors and a bard. A great way to talk to a lot of people at once 
in a great location.

• Tourism seems to be a new industry for Wales.  
Developing human infrastructure (experts in  
different fields that could serve as hosts / guides) I 
think is crucial. 

• Wished we had more time at Llangollen and the 
Pontcysylitle Aqueduct.

• It would have been good to carve out time to see a 
non-castle hotel or two. 

Roch Castle Hotel
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli

St. Davids Town Streets
Photo credit:  J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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3.7	 Comments	on	the	methods	of	transportation	within/to	Wales:

• No real issues at Cardiff or Manchester airports. Bus had laminate floors which is a nice touch. I would just make sure 
that the washrooms on motor coaches aren't locked. 

• Great buses.  Air access was straight forward enough.  Great to start in Cardiff since it took so long to get there rather 
than immediately diving deeper into the country (and because Cardiff has so much to offer).

• Our drivers were top notch. I don’t think we needed blue badge guides because between Lauren and Kathryn we had 
all the knowledge and information we needed without it being too much.

• All was well done in regard to the buses, the flights, and the safety. I would have liked to walk more, but realize we 
needed to get from one place to another. I wish we could have ridden a train.

• Everything was well done, but too much time on the bus and long drives to various sites.

• Everything was just perfect. Great. All was well. 

• Flew to London and took train to Cardiff.  I enjoyed 
the experience of riding the train. Also utilized the 
train outbound Manchester to London to Euston 
to Paddington to Heathrow, which was a bit of a  
baggage drill, but all enjoyable.

• They bus rides were very long and tiring. It would   
have been great to reduce our time on a bus. Wales 
airport was welcoming and safe.

• All excellent across the board. 

• We certainly felt safe the entire time we were there, 
even when there was a terrorist attack just 1-1/2 
hours away at Manchester.  Getting to Wales is  
certainly easy enough. I flew through Dublin on   
Aer Lingus and left on Icelandair. Both flights were fine.         
The transfers were easy, with professional and lovely people 
doing them. I will most definitely recommend and sell Wales.

3.8	 Reasons	why	or	why	not	an	EAC	Member	would	select	Wales	as	a	destination	to	offer.

Comments	from	those	who	would,	or	are	planning	to,	take	a	group	to	Wales	in	2017-18:

• Hope to be able to put groups together for Wales. I do have a program developed specifically for ETC market.

• One of our ships goes to the British Isles.

• Have had limited success with Wales in the past, although they were coupled with English destinations as well.  
Trouble finding appropriate accommodations in good locations is also a problem.  But, will consider an all Wales 
program for 2019.

• Possibly go to Wales with a group in 2018 or 2019.

• Would like to plan another program for summer 2018 with some of the ideas I've had from this meeting. I would 
like to fine tune our previous itinerary with a few news visits, destinations, and hotels.

Church Saint Fagans
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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Comments	from	those	who	are	not	planning	to	take	a	group	to	Wales	in	2017-18:

• 2017 was planned long ago and 2018 was set two months ago. 

• 2018 is already finalized and on sale. Maybe Wales 
as a point of departure for our North Atlantic  
sailings could be an option but for sometime around 
2022 since we offer Western Europe every 3 or 4 
years.

• Possibly go to Wales with a group in 2018 or 2019.

• I am not a travel planner or a US tour operator, 
therefore unable to sell Wales.

• Will likely do 2019. 2017 & 2018 are already 
planned. Too soon for 2017, but will put this in the 
lineup for 2018.

• I will, but believe it will be late 2018 or 2019 before 
the trip can be organized and offered.

• No official group, but will certainly recommend to 
my US National Park travelers to put it on their 
travel list.

• Sadly, we are Pacific Islands Institute, so we 
specialize in the opposite side of the world.  Wales is a very worthy destination and I hope to go there with my  
family, but professionally we won't be adding it as a destination.  I will gladly speak well of it, however, and will 
point people who may be interested in Lauren's direction for more information.

3.9		 What	type	of	support	do	you	need	from	Visit	Wales	to	deliver	an	educational	program	of	the	caliber	and	
focus	you	want	for	your	institution/corporate	offerings?

• Same as what Lauren provided for my last group, honest feedback and suggestions. Also perhaps a few special 
visits/private entree with the help of Janet Redler and folks like Margaret Llewellyn.

• I think the connections I made while on the tour are sufficient to begin the planning process and I certainly know 
where to turn if I need additional information.

• As a planner, I will be working with an operator. But I would expect them to coordinate with Visit Wales for  
expertise, even maps and handouts.

• Logistical planning support and possibly marketing support.

• Assistance in the selection of venues and port of calls.

• Promotional support will help push the needle to a 'yes' for a Wales program.  But, more importantly, the   
connections to compelling locals, good properties, event locations, etc. 

• More information on standard 4-star hotels.

• We can work together on promotion. That's the most expensive component of offering trips and if we have   
assistance, we can definitely sell to more institutions

Llanrwst Bridge
Photo credit: Aleksandra Matic
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EXECUTIVE ADVISORY COUNCIL

2017 Meeting Agenda

May 19 – 25, 2017
This program venue, tours, dining and accommodations are sponsored by Visit Wales except where noted.

Program developed by Cambria Tours.

Day	1:	Friday,	May	19th	

Today you will arrive in Cardiff, UK (CWL) and travel to 
your accommodations. Early arrivals will have the  
option for light touring including a visit to Castell	Coch, 
the ‘red castle’. 

9:30	am Transfer 1 will meet first arrivals at Cardiff  
Airport. Kathryn Colling from Cambria DMC will be there 
to meet you in arrivals lounge, with ETC sign.

10:00	am Visit to Saint Fagans Historical Park Museum

Saint	Fagans	Historical	Park	Museum was started in 1946 
following the donation of the castle and lands by the Earl 
of Plymouth. It opened its doors to the public in 1948 and 
includes more than forty buildings which represent 
the architecture of Wales, including a nonconformist 
chapel, a village schoolhouse, a Toll road tollbooth , a 
cockpit, a pigsty and a tannery. The museum holds displays of traditional crafts with a working blacksmith forge, a  
pottery, a weaver, miller, and clog maker. It also includes two working water mills: one flour mill and one wool mill. Part 
of the site includes a small working farm which concentrates on preserving local Welsh native breeds of livestock.

10:30	am Depart airport when all ready and transfer to Castell	Coch.

Castell	Coch, or ‘Red Castle’ is a romantic Victorian redesign built on 13th century ruins.  It 
was designed by the eccentric William Burges for the third marquess of Bute, and you will 
see more of his quirky work tomorrow at Cardiff Castle!

02:00	pm  Arrival at Park	Plaza in Cardiff 

04:45	pm   Transfer 2 will meet second arrivals at Cardiff Airport. Tour representative will 
be there to meet you in arrivals lounge, with ETC sign.

05:00	pm  Depart airport when all ready and transfer to hotel to drop luggage and change 
before joining rest of group.

05:00	pm   Food and Drink Safari in	Cardiff	City	Centre 

On this tour you will learn about different kinds of cuisine from sophisticated dining to  
traditional pubs and street food,and meet with some of the passionate Chefs and  
producers. On the menu you will find a range of dishes including seasonal specials, Welsh 
specialties, cheeses and more. 

Saint Fagans Historical Museum
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli

Castell Coch
Photo credit: Aleksandra Matic
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Overnight	accommodation: Park Plaza, Cardiff 

Your accommodation for the night will be the Park Plaza Hotel in Cardiff, a luxurious 4* accommodation located in the 
centre of the city, close to many of the main attractions Cardiff has to offer. It has 129 stylish rooms available and many 
facilities such as an indoor pool, a gym and free Wi-Fi. The Laguna Kitchen and Bar restaurant combines British and 
Welsh classics using only fresh and local produce, including herbs from their own garden. 
Hotel	Information
Park Plaza Cardiff
Greyfriars Road
Cardiff, CF10 3AL, Wales
+44 (0) 2920 111 111
http://www.parkplazacardiff.com/ 

Day	2:	Saturday,	May	20th	
07:00	am	–	08:00	am Breakfast at hotel
08:30	am	–	09:00	am Transfer to Cardiff	Castle

Cardiff	Castle is one of Wales’ leading heritage attractions and a 
site of international significance. Located within beautiful  
parklands at the heart of the capital, Cardiff Castle’s 
walls and fairytale towers conceal 2,000 years of history.

09:00	am	–	11:30	am Meeting Module I
11:30	am	–	12:30	pm Tour Cardiff	Castle
12:30	pm	–	01:30	pm Luncheon Breakout Session
01:30	pm	–	03:30	pm Depart Cardiff Castle for panoramic tour of Cardiff visiting first the National	Museum

Situated in the heart of Cardiff’s elegant civic centre, the National	Museum	Cardiff	houses Wales’s national art,   
natural history, archaeology and geology collections, as well as major touring and temporary exhibitions. The Art   
collection at the new National Museum of Art, within the same building, is one of Europe’s finest. See five hundred years 
of magnificent paintings, drawings, sculpture, silver and ceramics from Wales and across the world, including one of 
Europe’s best collections of Impressionist works.

03:30	pm	–	04:00	pm  Depart The	National	Museum for 
Cardiff	Bay  

Cardiff Bay is Europe’s largest waterfront development 
and is home to a number of attractions such as   
Techniquest Science Discovery Centre ideal for all the 
family, Craft in the Bay, The Welsh Assembly at the  
Pierhead, Butetown History and Arts Centre, the  
Norwegian Church Arts Centre and the Wales   
Millennium Centre, a stunning international arts centre. 
The Red Dragon Centre provides further options for  
family entertainment.

04:00	pm	–	5:30	pm  Tour of the Senedd:   
The National Assembly for Wales

Enjoy a guided tour of the Senedd, also known as the 
National Assembly building, which houses the debating 
chamber and three committee rooms for the   
National Assembly for Wales and is the main centre 
for democracy and devolution in Wales.

EAC at Cardiff Castle 
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli

Wales Millennium Centre
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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05:30	pm   Depart Senedd for hotel

07:00	pm   Transfer to Y Mochyn Du, Cardiff

07:30	pm	–	9:30	pm   Dinner at Y Mochyn Du,  
Cardiff

Y	Mochyn	Du (or The Black Pig in Welsh) is a  
gatekeeper's lodge and traditional Welsh pub   
situated at the entrance to Sophia Gardens in Cardiff. 
It offers a homey atmosphere and the finest local 
produce and ales.

10:00	pm	  Arrive back at Park Plaza, Cardiff 

Overnight at the Park	Plaza,	Cardiff

Day	3:	Sunday,	May	21st	

07:00	am	–	08:00	am  Breakfast at hotel

08:30	am	–	09:00	am  Transfer to The	Royal	Mint, Llantrisant

The	Royal	Mint is the world's leading export mint, making coins and medals for an average of 60 countries every year.  
It’s visitor’s centre opened summer 2016 offering unprecedented access to its stories and histories.

09:00	am	–	11:30	am Meeting Module II

11:30	am	–	12:00	pm	 Tour of The	Royal	Mint

12:00	pm	–	12:15	pm Depart for	Llanerch	Vineyard

Llanerch Vineyard is producer of the Welsh ‘Cariad’ Wine. This beautiful vineyard offers wine tours, delicious meals and 
5* accommodation, all within driving distance to Cardiff.

12:15	pm	–	02:00	pm Luncheon Breakout Meeting in Llanerch	Vineyard

02:00	pm	–	02:30	pm Depart Llanerch	Vineyard	for a drive through the Brecon Beacons and optional excursions

02:30	pm	–	03:30	pm Big	Pit	National	Coal	Museum, Blaenafon   

Big	Pit is a real coal mine and one of Britain's leading mining museums.  It became part of the National Museum of Wales 
on 1 February 2001. After major redevelopment, it reopened in 2004 and went straight on to win the prestigious   
Gulbenkian Prize for Museum of the Year.

03:30	pm	–	05:00	pm Penderyn	Whisky	Distillery	

Penderyn Single Malt Welsh Whisky was first 
launched on St David’s Day, 1st March 2004, in the 
presence of HRH Prince Charles, to huge critical 
acclaim from both acknowledged whisky experts and 
consumers. Using the natural spring water from the 
Brecon Beacons, the distillery produces  Penderyn 
single malt whisky as well as a gin, vodka and  
delicious cream liqueur. Take a tour of the distillery, 
appreciating how the whiskey differs from any other 
in the world. See where the whisky is produced,  
barrelled, finished and nurtured before getting a 
chance to sample some of the finished product. 

05:00	pm	–	06:00	pm	 Depart Penderyn	Whisky	
Distillery for Llangoed Hall

Penderyn Whisky Distillery
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli

Llangoed Hall Garden
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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07:00	pm	–	09:00	pm	 Dinner at Llangoed	Hall

Llangoed	Hall	Hotel is a 4* accommodation located in 
Wye Valley. The mansion was built in 1632, and was 
re-designed as an Edwardian country house in 1912. It 
features a fine art collection and was once owned by Sir 
Bernard Ashley, the husband of designer Laura Ashley 
and you can still see her influence in the furnishings. The 
restaurant offers an intimate fine dining experience with 
local and fresh ingredients, including vegetables and 
fruits from its own garden.

Overnight	accommodation: Llangoed Hall Hotel
Hotel	Information
Llangoed Hall 
Llyswen, Brecon
Powys, Wales LD3 0YP
+44 1874 754525
http://www.llangoedhall.co.uk/ 

Day	4:	Monday,	May	22nd	

07:00	am	–	10:30	am Breakfast and Meeting Module III at hotel

10:45	am	–	12:00	pm	 Transfer to Glandyfi	Castle, Machynlleth

Glandyfi	Castle is a building of romance and imagination, both stately yet intimate, but above all quirky.  With its towers 
and turrets, ramparts and octagonal rooms, there is nothing about the castle which is predictable.  This newly   
refurbished Regency Gothic Castle, lies just 12 miles from Aberystwyth on the Welsh coast, and only 30 minutes’ drive 
from the beautiful sea side resort of Aberdovey with its famous golf course.  This exclusive Guest House offers 5 star 
bespoke service to individuals and groups.

12:00	pm	–	12:30	pm Tour Glandyfi Castle

12:30	am	–	01:30	pm Luncheon Breakout Meeting at 
Glandyfi Castle

02:00	pm	–	03:30	pm National	Library	of	Wales in  
Aberystwyth

Take a “behind the scenes” tour through the	National		 	
Library	of	Wales, one of the UK’s few copyright libraries. 
This impressive building has exhibitions of Welsh literature, 
and offers spectacular views across the town and of  
Cardigan Bay.

03:30	pm	–	03:45	pm Depart National	Library	of	
Wales	for Aberystwyth University

03:45	pm	–	05:00	pm Meet and Greet at   
Aberystwyth	University including old college and coffee break

Aberystwyth	University offers a fantastic range of facilities, including the Old College and Aberystwyth Arts Centre.  
Situated right on the seafront, Old College is a majestic building which is the perfect location for events and is a Grade I 
listed building.

05:00	pm Depart Aberystwyth

Llangoed Hall Dining
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli

Aberystwyth University
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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06:30	pm	–	08:30	pm Meet and Greet evening including 
dinner in the grounds of Nanteos Mansion, Aberystwyth

Nanteos	Mansion, a 5* award-winning country house built 
in 1738 about 3.5 miles outside Aberystwyth, located in a 
peaceful countryside setting with fabulous views. It offers 14 
rooms overlooking parkland and walled garden with a lake. 
Food is served in the grounds, accompanied by a storytelling 
experience of the myths and legends of Wales to celebrate 
Wales’ thematic year for 2017. 

08:30	pm	–	10:00	pm Depart for	Llangoed	Hall

Overnight	accommodation: Llangoed Hall Hotel

Day	5:	Tuesday,	May	23rd	

08:00	am	–	11:00	am Meeting Module IV with 
Breakfast in Garden Room, Llangoed Hall

11:00	am	–	01:30	pm Depart Llangoed Hall for the town of Llangollen

01:30	pm	–	03:00	pm A visit to the town of Llangollen including a stop at Pontcysyllte	Aqueduct

The spectacular Pontcysyllte	Aqueduct, a World Heritage site, offers tremendous views. Built in the 19th Century by 
architect Thomas Telford, it stands at over 100 feet tall and on 19 pillars over the River Dee on the Welsh-England border.   

03:00	pm	–	04:00	pm	 Depart Llangollen for journey to Tu	Hwnt	l’r	Bont, Llanrwst
04:00	pm	–	05:00	pm Afternoon tea at	Tu	Hwnt	l’r	Bont

Originally built as a residential dwelling in 1480, this incredibly picturesque traditional Welsh Tea Rooms has a lot of 
history and has been leased by the National Trust for the last fifty years. Meaning ‘beyond the bridge’, the building sits 
next to a 400 year old bridge in Llanrwst. Their scone recipe is a well-guarded secret so be sure to try some while you are 
here! 

05:00	pm	–	06:00	pm Depart Tu	Hwnt	l’r	Bont for arrival at Chateau	Rhianfa

06:00	pm Arrival at Chateau	Rhianfa

Château	Rhianfa	stands proudly amidst spectacular gardens on 
the isle of Anglesey, with views over the Menai Strait and the 
towering peaks of Snowdonia. Every last detail has been thought 
about at Château Rhianfa. From the music and drawing rooms to 
the turret showers and summer and winter balconies, it’s easy to 
be impressed with this beautiful château. This hotel and  
exclusive-use venue, set in one of the most beautiful parts of 
Wales, is ideal for short stays, family vacations, wedding   
receptions, celebrations, meetings and corporate events -  
Château Rhianfa is a truly sumptuous property.

08:00	pm	–	10:00	pm Dinner at Private	Welsh	Homes

Overnight	accommodation: Chateau Rhianfa, Menai Bridge

Hotel	Information

Chateau Rhianfa

Beaumaris Rd.

Menai Bridge LL59

01248 848767

https://chateaurhianfa.com/anglesey-hotel/ 

Countryside near Nanteos Manson
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli

Llangollen
Photo credit: Ben Sander
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Day	6:	Wednesday,	May	24th	

07:30	am	–	08:30	am Breakfast at hotel

08:30	am	–	12:00	pm Meeting	Module	V at Chateau Rhianfa

12:00	pm	–	01:00	pm Lunch at Chateau Rhianfa

01:15	pm	–	03:00	pm	 Depart for touring through Snowdonia, 
including a visit to a working Welsh farm, Tyn Llwyfan 

Tyn Llwyfan is located in Llanfairfechan and this local farm's 
previous guests include HRH Prince Charles and who supply meat 
for quality food chains such as Waitrose. Learn about life on this 
sheep and beef farm owned by a first language Welsh farmer.

03:00	pm	–	05:30	pm Arrival in Dylans	Criccieth for 
Baking Workshop

05:30	pm	 Depart for Chateau Rhianfa

06:15	pm Arrival at Chateau Rhianfa and time to change for dinner

07:00	pm-	09:45	pm Depart Chateau Rhianfa for final evening dinner on the island of Anglesey

The Isle	of	Anglesey, or Ynys Môn as it is known in the Welsh Language, is an island off the north-west coast of Wales. 
With an area of 276 square miles, Anglesey is by far the largest island of Wales. Although small, Anglesey has   
developed a reputation for great cuisine as the home of Mensi Strait mussels and Halen Môn Sea Salt, a certified salt 
enjoyed around the world by chefs, food lovers and even the odd US president!

09:45	pm Transfers back to hotel

Overnight	accommodation: Chateau Rhianfa

Day	7:	Thursday,	May	25th	

06:15	am	 Transfer 1 will depart hotel for Manchester

08:00	am  Transfer 2 will depart hotel for Manchester

Gareth Wyn Jones & Stacy Fiorentinos, Tyn Llwyfan
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli

Halen Môn, Isle of Anglesey
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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Tour	Hosts	–

 Lauren Summers, Director of Marketing, North America, Visit Wales

 Email: Lauren.summers@visitbritain.org 

 Cell (also WhatsApp): +1 646-275-7383

 Skype:  SummertimeL

 Kathryn Colling, Product and Marketing Manager, Cambria Tours Ltd

 Address:  3 Sgwâr Owain Glyndŵr, Aberystwyth, SY23 2JH

 Cell:  +44 (0) 1970 631731

 Skype:  cambriadmc.kathryn

Travel	Support	Team	–

 Rachel Levy, Marketing Executive, North America, Visit Wales

 Office:  +1 212-850-0314

 Email: Rachel.levy@visitbritain.org 

Karen, Stacy, and Fred at Cardiff Castle
Photo credit:  J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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Jean Bouffard
Institutional Development
Adventure	Canada
14 Front Street South
Mississauga, ON Canada L5H 2C4
P: 905.271.4000
F: 905.271.5595
E: jean@adventurecanada.com 
www.adventurecanada.com 

Melissa Gresh
Director of Alumni Travel Program
MIT	Alumni	Association
600 Memorial Drive, W98-200
Cambridge, MA 02139
P: 617-253-8265
F: 617-258-6211
E: mchapman@mit.edu  
www.alum.mit.edu/travel 

Karen Kuttner-Dimitry
VP of Affinity & Charter Sales
Lindblad	Expeditions
2 Paisley Lane
Basking Ridge, NJ 07920
P: 212-261-9030
F: 646-417-7361
E: karenk@expeditions.com 
www.expeditions.com

Andrew Lockwood
President/CEO
Pacific	Islands	Institute
1144 10th Ave., Suite 301
Honolulu, HI 96816
P: 808.732.1999
F: 808.732.9555
E: info@pac-island.com 
www.pac-island.com 

Beth Ray-Schroeder
Director, Alumni Travel
Duke	University
Box 90572
Durham, NC 27708
P: 919-684-3046
F: 919-660-0148
E: beth@daa.duke.edu 
www.dukealumnitravel.com  

Ben Sander
Dynamic Operations Guru
Black	Sheep	Adventures
900 Doolittle Drive, Suite 2B
San Leandro, CA 94577
P: 866-647-4337
F: 800-881-2443
E: ben@blacksheepadventures.com
www.blacksheepadventures.com
*At the time of the EAC Meeting, Ben Sander was with the 
National Parks Conservation Association

Dan Stypa
Associate Directof of Alumni Programs
Rice	University
Office of Alumni Relations, MS 520
6100 Main St.
Houston, TX 77251
P: 713-348-5097
F: 713-348-4210
E: stypa@rice.edu 
www.alumni.rice.edu   

Lauren Summers
Director of Marketing, North America
Visit	Wales
845 Third Avenue, 10th Floor
New York, NY 10022
P: 212-850-0362
E: Lauren.summers@visitbritain.org  

www.visitwales.com 

4.2	 Meeting	Participant	List
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Enrique Velasco

Director

COLTUR	Peru

Av. Reducto 1255

Miraflores Lima, Peru 18

P: 511.615.555 x100

F: 511.446.9392

E: enrique.velasco@colturperu.com 

www.colturperu.com 

EMERITUS COUNCIL

Fred Ackerman

Chief Shepherding Officer

Black	Sheep	Adventures

900 Doolittle Dr., Suite 2B

San Leandro, CA 95477

P: 866-647-4337

E: fred@blacksheepadventures.com 

www.blacksheepadventures.com  

Stacy Fiorentinos

President

Classic	Escapes

58-25 Queens Blvd.

Woodside, NY 11377

P: 718-280-5001

F: 718-204-4726

E: stacyf@classicescapes.com  

www.classicescapes.com  

Aleksandra Matic

Associate Director of Member Travel

Art	Institute	of	Chicago

111 South Michigan Avenue

Chicago, IL 60603

P: 312-443-3115

E: amatic@artic.edu  

www.artic.edu/travel 

Joseph Small
President
Alumni	Holidays
International Tower-St. 600, 
800 W. Bryn Mawr Ave.
Chicago, IL 60631
P: 847-384-4507
F: 847-318-5000
E: jws@ahitravel.com 

www.ahitravel.com  

ETC STAFF

J. Mara DelliPriscoli
Owner/ETC Founder
Travel	Learning	Connections,	Inc.
P.O. Box 159
Ronan, MT 59864
P: 406-745-4800
F: 406-745-3600
E: jmara@educationaltravel.travel 
www.educationaltravel.travel 

 
Bethany Morris
Leading Member Engagement & Resources
Travel	Learning	Connections,	Inc.
P.O. Box 159
Ronan, MT 59864
P: 406-745-4800
F: 406-745-3600
E: members@educationaltravel.travel 

www.educationaltravel.travel 

Barbara Rempp
Leading Faculty Coordinator and Administration
Travel	Learning	Connections,	Inc.
P.O. Box 159
Ronan, MT 59864
P: 406-745-4800
F: 406-745-3600

E: admin@educationaltravel.travel 

www.educationaltravel.travel 
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Stacy Fiorentinos
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Jean Bouffard
Photo credit: 

J. Mara DelliPriscoli

Fred Ackerman
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4.3 EXECUTIVE ADVISORY COUNCIL MEMBERS' BIOGRAPHIES

Fred	Ackerman is the Chief Shepherding Officer for Black Sheep Adventures, the adventure 
travel business he founded in 2002. Ackerman is actively involved in every aspect of his 
business and still personally guides a select number of tours each year. Prior to starting BSA, 
he worked as a Trip Specialist for Backroads designing and leading bicycling and multisport 
trips around the US and Europe. Ackerman was formerly a strategy management consultant 
with Mars & Co. working mostly in Australia. After graduation, he worked for Schlumberger, 
a multinational oilfield services company, where he spent nine months on an offshore oil rig 
training to become an oil rig manager. His entrance into the travel industry was the result 
of a “quarter–life crisis” when he happily left the relative security of the corporate world to 
focus on travel. Ackerman holds a BS degree in mechanical engineering from MIT.   
Mr. Ackerman served three years on the ETC Executive Advisory Council and is now an active 
member of the Emeritus Council.

Jean	Bouffard left Tourisme Québec after 35 years of service, and three 
years ago he joined Adventure Canada, a Toronto based tour operator 
specializing in adventure travel, namely quality group experiences and 
small ship expedition cruises in the Canadian Arctic, Greenland, Northern 
Quebec, Labrador, Newfoundland and the Gulf of Saint-Lawrence. Active 

in the industry since college, he covered most aspects of tourism sales and promotion. Starting as 
a tour director in Western Europe, he spent several years in New York City as director of tourism 
for the Government of Quebec. He also taught at the Management School of Université du Québec 
à Montréal and at LaSalle College. Lately at Tourisme Quebec, he acted as their senior advisor for 
market strategy for the US and Canadian markets, and coordinated the operations of their field 
offices in both countries. Bouffard was recognized by the Educational Travel Consortium for his 
contribution to the advancement of learning and enrichment travel within the US travel trade 
and the Canadian tourism industry. Last August, he was the meeting chairman for the National 
Tour Association yearly operators meeting in Quebec City, NTA Contact 2016. Mr. Bouffard recently joined the   
ETC Executive Advisory Council representing foreign based tour operators focused on quality adventure group travel.

Stacy	Fiorentinos is Founder and President of Classic Escapes, and has provided  
nature and cultural travel around the world since 1975. She has traveled extensively  
throughout East and Southern Africa, South and Central America, the South Pacific 
and Asia. Her clients include Zoos, Alumni Associations, Audubon Societies and Nature 
Centers, Museums and Media Stations from all over America, as well as individuals. 
Stacy's passion for conservation and research has brought her in contact with many 
renowned researchers – Tico McNutt and Lesley Boggs who work with wild dogs in 
Botswana; Iain and Oria Douglas-Hamilton of "Save the Elephants" in Kenya; and 
Laurie Marker of the Cheetah Conservation Fund in Namibia, to name a few. She also 
supports philanthropic causes, with a percentage of the company's profits allocated to 

the Classic Escapes Conservation Fund and its Bring-A-Book Foundation.   
Ms. Fiorentinos was a valued member of the ETC Executive Advisory Council and now 
serves as an active member of the Emeritus Council.

Melissa	Gresh is the Director of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Alumni Travel Program. She has been 
on staff at MIT and has worked for the Travel Program for over 25 years. During her 
time at MIT, Ms. Gresh has helped expand the Travel Program, including engagement 
of faculty as enrichment lecturers, working with local alumni for social gatherings or for 
behind-the-scenes tours on trips, and offering custom-built trips each year which focus 
on science and technology.  In 2013, under her leadership, the MIT Alumni Travel  
Program received MIT’s prestigious “Leading the Way” award. Prior to working at MIT, 
Gresh worked at World Class Incentives, an incentive travel firm, where she helped to 
create programming and handled customer relations. Melissa has two children and 
enjoys spending time with family, hiking in the White Mountains, and cooking.  She 
received a BS in geography from Salem State University and spent part of her senior year  
studying abroad in Caen, France. She has been attending ETC's Signature Conference 
for 23 years.  Ms. Gresh serves on the EAC representing private institutions and the  
Northeast coast region.  The MIT Alumni Travel Program began its operations in 1991 
and currently offers 40 trips per year to alumni and other members of the MIT community.     
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The trips offer an array of learning activities and experiences with many trip’s educational programming led by MIT  
faculty. Between 600 and 700 MIT alumni and friends travel with the MIT Alumni Travel Program each year.

Karen	Kuttner-Dimitry	is Vice President of Affinity and Charter Sales at Lindblad   
Expeditions. She has been in the adventure travel/luxury cruise industry for nearly 30 
years. She launched her career in the travel industry in 1987, where she spent five years 
on board cruise ships as a Social Director. In 1993, she became the Director of Sales, 
Mid-Atlantic States for Lindblad Expeditions.  After three years of rapid growth in  
regional sales revenue, she focused on the development of affinity and travel agency  
accounts nationwide. Seeking new challenges, Ms. Kuttner-Dimitry left for Natural  
Habitat Adventures in Boulder, Colo., in 1997, to direct all sales, and marketing for  
affinity and incentive markets. In 2003, she became the Director of Sales at Grand  
Expeditions responsible for all affinity sales and marketing. She returned to Lindblad 
Expeditions in 2004 to expand the affinity and charter business nationwide. Kuttner- 
Dimitry holds a M.Ed in Counseling Psychology and a M.A. in Personnel Administration, 
both from Columbia University. She lives with her husband and three children in New 
Jersey. She joined the Executive Advisory Council in 2015 and represents the affinity 
cruise market.

Andrew	Lockwood is President and CEO of Pacific Islands Institute (PII), a specialty-tour operator 
based in Honolulu, Hawaii. He has been working with educational travel groups in Hawaii and the 
islands of Polynesia, Melanesia and Micronesia for almost 25 years.  Recognized by the Hawaii 
Tourism Authority, Hawaii Visitors & Convention Bureau, and the Hawaii Ecotourism Association 
with awards for quality cultural, eco- and educational tours, Lockwood believes strongly in PII’s 
mission of providing positive cultural interactions, protecting and sustaining indigenous cultures 
and environments, and giving back to local communities. From Papua New Guinea to Hawaii, 
Palau to Rapa Nui (Easter Island), Lockwood has traveled the Pacific extensively. He enjoys sharing 
this region of the world with other travelers as these exchanges, when done properly, allow for a 
better understanding of the cultures and human nature. A graduate of Amherst College with an 
M.B.A. from Chapman University, Andrew also is a Certified Meeting Professional and recipient 
of Meeting Professionals International’s Aloha Chapter 2012 Supplier of the Year and 2013 
President’s Awards. Having grown up in Hawaii, he appreciates the differences in all  cultures 
- together with his wife, Karen, they are passing their love for educational travel to their three 
children. Mr. Lockwood is a new member to the ETC Executive Advisory Council in 2017 representing the specialty group 
travel market

Aleksandra	Matic	is the Associate Director of Member Travel for the Art Institute of  
Chicago. She joined the staff of the Member Travel Department in June, 2002, and has 
been the Associate Director since 2009.  Recent projects include acting as liaison to the Art 
Institute’s curatorial and affiliate travel programs and leading tours of the Art   
Institute’s special exhibitions. Most recently she has led tours of Each Night Put Kashmir in 
Your Dreams, a stunning exhibition of contemporary Indian scroll paintings by the artist  
Nilima Sheikh. Ms. Matic is  long-time volunteer for the Howard 
Brown Health Center and a member of the Arts Club of Chicago. 
Aleksandra received her B.A. in Art History from Lake Forest College 
with a focus on American Modernist painting and the Chicago  
Imagists. She currently serves on the ETC Emeritus Council  

representing the interests of museums with a focus on art, donor, 
and cultural member travel program constituents. 

Beth	Ray-Schroeder	is Director of Duke Alumni Travels in the Office of Alumni Affairs at Duke 
University. At Duke since 2005, Ms. Ray-Schroeder has also directed alumni education initiatives, 
but has recently been tasked with focusing her efforts on expanding on the priorities of the alumni 
travel program. She now organizes more than 50 educational travel programs annually, which  
comprise vendor itineraries and in-house customized programs showcasing unique Duke entities 
and led by Duke faculty. Prior to coming to Duke, Beth lived and worked in Spain and   
Germany for 17 years. She held positions as a software developer in Madrid, as international 
systems project manager at Deutsche Lufthansa AG in Frankfurt am Main, and as an organizational consultant in Austria, 
Germany, and Switzerland. She holds a B.S. in Computer Science and the equivalent degree in Psychology from Duke  
University, and a M.S. in Organizational Psychology from Johannes Gutenberg University of Mainz. Beth is currently  
serving on the ETC Executive Advisory Council representing the interests of alumni association travel planners in the 
southeastern United States. 
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Ben Sander
Photo credit: Mara DelliPriscoli

Ben	Sander	works with Black Sheep Adventures designing small group biking and hiking   
adventure trips. He previously was the Travel Program Manager for National Parks  
Conservation Association, offering the best in educational travel to the National Parks. Mr. 
Sander has experienced and worked in ecotourism ventures in Costa Rica, Kenya, Tanzania, 
Peru and Pohnpei, Micronesia which have guided his vision for the travel program. He holds a 
masters degree in natural resources and sustainable development and conducted his master’s 
research in Costa Rica at one of the first eco-lodges in the world, Rara Avis, which has since 
been published and Sander has spoken at a number of ecotourism focused conferences on 
his research. His passion for ecotourism also led him to be a tour guide in Washington DC  
offering bike tours of the national memorials as well as being a nature guide in Costa Rica. He 
is a bike advocate and participated in the Climate Ride the last four years riding over 300 miles 
on each ride to help raise awareness around climate change, bike advocacy, and national park  
protection.

Joseph	Small	is President of AHI Travel located in Chicago. AHI specializes in educational travel  
   for university, college, and other non-profit organizations. Mr. Small has worked for AHI for 

more than 35 years and served in a variety of capacities, 
including Travel Director, Operations, Promotion, Marketing 
and Sales. Mr. Small served as founding President of the 

popular Alumni Campus Abroad division. He is a graduate of Columbia College and 
received a M.F.A. from the University of Illinois. Small currently serves as Chair of the 
ETC Emeritus Council.

Dan	Stypa is the Associate Director of Alumni Programs at Rice University.    
Mr. Stypa is responsible for managing the Rice Alumni Traveling Owls program, as well 
as all other lifelong learning and international engagement initiatives.  In his time at 

Rice, the Traveling Owls has doubled the number of trips 
offered and program participation has grown over 100%.  He 
has led groups to places such as Tanzania, China, Cuba, Italy, 
the Baltic Sea, and more. Additionally, he manages affinity 
groups to help engage alumni in meaningful programs and activities that connect alumni 
and friends back to Rice University.  Prior to his current role, Dan worked at the University of 
South Florida and coordinated faculty engagement programming for on-campus residential 
students.  Stypa has presented at regional and statewide CASE Conferences and serves on 
the Greater Houston Partnership Commission.  He is passionate about dogs; he has two of his 
own - Frieda and Knightro - and is an active volunteer with K-9 Rescue Angels - a nonprofit 
dog rescue committed to rescuing and rehoming dogs in the greater Houston area. Mr. Stypa 
has a B.A. in Communications from Bowling Green State University and a M.S. in Higher  
Education Administration from the University of Tennessee. Mr. Stypa joined the ETC   

Executive Advisory Council in 2016 and represents Southern Region Private Schools.

Lauren	Summers is the Director of Marketing for Visit Wales in North America, the official government sponsored 
tourism board for Wales, where she has worked for the past seven years. She has over 20 years of experience including 
marketing, public relations, event planning, and business management.  At Visit Wales, she manages trade sales public 
relations and marketing as well as consumer campaigns for the U.S. and Canada. Prior to this position, Ms. Summers 
was the general manager of a small hotel in Cambridge, MA where she worked while  
completing her masters at Harvard Divinity School. At Harvard, she studied the healing  
traditions of indigenous world religions while playing host to the scholars, researchers,  
academics and activists from around the world who stayed in her hotel. As a result, she 
discovered her passion for the tourism and hospitality industries. Lauren had   
previously founded and run her own communications agency based in New York City. Her 
clients included entertainment, corporate and non-profit organizations such as Levi’s,  
Disney, and the international Acapulco Film Festival, along with number of Grammy award 
winning artists, Oscar winning performers, bestselling authors and other celebrities. In  
addition to her master’s degree, Ms. Summers holds an undergraduate degree in Public 
Relations and marketing from Hampton University. Summers currently serves on the  
ETC Executive Advisory Council representing the interests of the International Destination 
constituents with European regional focus-well established for the ETC market.
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Enrique Velasco
Photo credit: Barbara Rempp

Enrique	Velasco,	Jr. is COLTUR Peru´s Director of Sales for North America. COLTUR is a 
third generation family owned and run since inception inbound Tour Company based 
in Peru. He devoted the first fifteen years of his professional life to the financial  
industry. Because of the nature of his work, he did extensive traveling both   
domestic and abroad. Enrique has worked with his family’s company, COLTUR, for the 
past twelve years and absolutely loves traveling, meeting new people, developing 
relationships with clients (many of which turn into long lasting friendships) and being 
able to show his country to fellow travelers.  Velasco is a new member to the EAC. 
joining in 2017.  He will represent the interests of foreign based In-Country Tour  
Operators.  
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4.4 EDUCATIONAL TRAVEL CONSORTIUM TEAM BIOGRAPHIES

J.	Mara	DelliPriscoli is the President of the Educational Travel Consortium and the is the 
founder and architect of the Educational Travel Conference (formerly Nonprofits in Travel 
Conference). Her vision was to facilitate the growth of a vibrant community of like-minded 
colleagues to converge at an annual “happening”—a travel think tank of sorts—to deal with 
current challenges and future opportunities in educational travel. Once technology had  
sufficiently advanced, she started to expand this community online. Within this conference 
and online platform, she has facilitated the growth of strategic business partnerships and 
business-to-business networking of those in the field of alumni, museum, conservation, 
and affinity group travel. With over 38 years of experience in the tourism industry, she has 
worked directly within most sectors of the travel industry in her career, including   
marketing, sales, tour development and management, hotel operations, transportation, 
trade and government research and consulting firms. Ms. DelliPriscoli lectures, writes, and 
works with cultural, community and conservation tourism development projects in the U.S. 
and abroad. She consults in the field of educational, community, and special interest tourism 
development for a variety of U.S. and international organizations. DelliPriscoli has always had 
a passion for exploration, blue water sailing, language, ethnic music, and dance.   
DelliPriscoli holds an M. Ed in Tourism Development with a minor in marketing from the 
George Washington University, and a B.A. from Barnard College, Columbia University with a  

          major in European history and a minor in three languages. A native New Englander, having 
spent a great deal of her professional life in the Washington, D.C. area, then sailing thousands 
of nautical miles for three years, Mara has been based in St. Ignatius, Montana for over 22 

years. She still travels extensively. 

Bethany	Morris leads ETC’s Member Engagement and Resources. She joined the team in 2014 
with experience in digital marketing, association management, website content management, 
membership management, contract management, and event planning. Ms. Morris earned a 
B.A. in Communication Studies from the University of Montana then began her professional 
career first as a Proposal Coordinator for a nation-wide environmental remediation company, 
then Director of Member Services for an international non-profit organization, then Survey and 
Marketing Consultant for a state-based non-profit. Bethany volunteers extensively in her  
community and has served on the Boards of state and regional wildlife conservation   
organizations in the positions of Treasurer, Secretary, Vice President, and annual event/awards 
Chair. In addition to traveling, she enjoys hiking, biking, reading, gardening, and spending time 
with her family.

Barbara	Rempp is the Leading Faculty Coordinator and Administration for ETC. She is responsible 
for coordinating information and logistics of current speakers and ETC staff for the conference, 
coordinating the Community Roundtables and EAC mid-year planning meeting.  Ms. Rempp 
previously worked as an executive assistant and office manager for a Houston based corporation 
that represents a high net worth individual.  She has worn many hats, including horse trainer and 
breeder, book keeper and office manager for a CPA, logging clerk for a sawmill, and a transcription 
clerk for the Montana State University.  Ms. Rempp also worked as a veterinary technician for 14 
years.  She has a background in ranching and horseback trips into the Bob Marshall Wilderness in 
the heart of the Rocky Mountains. Ms. Rempp attended Hayward Business College and Montana 
State University.  She has lived and worked in St. Ignatius, Montana for 58+ years.

Barbara Rempp, 
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4.5		 LOCAL	CONTACTS	&	RESOURCES
CARDIFF
Park	Plaza	Hotel
Greyfriars Road
Cardiff, Wales CF10 3AL
+44 (0)2920 111 111
reservations@parkplazacardiff.com 
www.parkplazacardiff.com 
  
Castle	Coch
Cardiff, Wales CF15 7JS
029 2081 0101
castlecoch@wales.gsi.gov.uk 
http://cadw.gov.wales/daysout/castell-coch 

Saint	Fagan's	National	Museum	of	History
Cardiff, Wales CF5 6XB
0300 111 2 333
stfagans@museumwales.ac.uk 
www.museum.wales/stfagans 

Helen Jones
Marketing Manager/Venues and Tourism
Cardiff	Castle
Castle Street
Cardiff, Wales CF10 3RB
029 2087 3004
Heljones@cardiff.gov.uk 
www.cardiffcastle.com 

Aled Rees
Managing Director
Cambria	DMC
3 Sgwâr Owain Glyndŵr
Aberystwyth, Ceredigion SY23 2JH
+44 (0) 1970 631731
aled@cambriadmc.com 
www.cambriadmc.com 

Kathryn Colling
Product and Marketing Manager
Cambria	DMC
3 Sgwâr Owain Glyndŵr
Aberystwyth, Ceredigion SY23 2JH
+44 7749 048891
kathryn@cambriatours.co.uk 
www.cambriatours.co.uk 

Robert Light
Head of Production
Orchard	Media	&	Events
Orchard, Trade Street
Cardiff, Wales CF10 5DT
(0)7971 808025
rob@thinkorchard.com 
www.thinkorchard.com 

National Museum Cardiff
Cathays	Park
Cardiff, Wales CF10 3NP
0300 111 2 333
cardiff@museumwales.ac.uk 
museum.wales/cardiff 

Pete & Danny Cameron
Owners
The	Dyfi	Distillery
Unit 5, Corris Craft Centre
Corris, Machynlleth SY20 9RF
(0)1654 761551
www.dyfidestillery.com 

Gareth Coombes
Visitor Tour Manager
National	Assembly	for	Wales
Cardiff Bay
Cardiff, Wales CF99 1NA
(0)300 200 6565
Gareth.Coombes@assembly.wales 

www.assembly.wales 
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David Thompson

Blue Badge Guide for Wales

Wales	Best	Guides

14 Maes Y Nant

Creigiau, Cardiff CF15 9EJ

07905 858167

dtoursthompson@gmail.com 

www.walesbestguides.com/guides/david-thompson 

Sian B Roberts

Walking Tour Guide

Loving	Welsh	Food

07810 335 137

sian@lovingwelshfood.uk 

lovingwelshfood.uk 

Clare Dwight

Senior Tourism Marketing Manager

Visit	Wales

+44 (0)300 061 6091

clare.dwight@wales.gsi.gov.uk 

www.traveltrade.visitwales.com  

Margaret Llewellyn OBE

Chair, Wales Tourism Advisory Board Department for Econ-
omy, Science and Transport

Welsh	Government

QED Centre, Main Aven., Treforest Industrial Estate, Trefor-
est

Pontypridd, Rhondda Cynon Taf CF37 5YR

+44 (001792 477588

chairtourismadvisoryboard@wales.gsi.gov.uk 

Andrea Price-Hopkin

Director of Sales

Hilton	Worldwide/Grey	Steakhouse

Kingsway

Cardiff, Wales CF10 3HH

+44 (0)2920 646 300

andrea.price@hilton.com 

hiltonworldwide.com 

The	Potted	Pig

27 High Street

Cardiff, Wales CF10 1PU

029 2022 4817

info@thepottedpig.com 

www.thepottedpig.com 

Y	Mochyn	Du	(The	Black	Pig)

Sophia Close

Cardiff, Wales CF11 9HW

029 2037 1599

ymochyndu@outlook.com 

www.ymochyndu.com 

BRECON BEACONS

The	Royal	Mint

Llantrisant, Pontyclun CF72 8YT

+44 (0)1443 222111

www.royalmint.com 

  

Llanerch	Vineyard

Hensol, Wales CF72 8GG

01443 222716

info@llanerch-vineyard.co.uk 

www.llanerch-vineyard.co.uk 
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Andrew Williams

Museum Guide

Big	Pit	National	Coal	Museum

Blaenafon, Torfaen NP4 9XP

02920 573650

www.museumwales.ac.uk/bigpit

Penderyn	Whisky	Distillery

Penderyn, Wales CF44 0SX

01685 810 650

info@penderyn-distillery.uk

www.penderyn.wales 

Calum C Milne, FIH

Managing Director

Llangoed	Hall

Llyswen, Brecon

Powys, Wales LK3 0YP

01874 754525

Cmilne@llangoedhall.com 

www.llangoedhall.com 

ABERYSTWYTH

Glandyfi	Castle

Glandyfi

Machynlleth, Powys SY20 8SS

01654 781238

info@glandyficastle.co.uk 

www.glandyficastle.co.uk 

  

Cyril Evans

Marketing Officer

The	National	Library	of	Wales

Aberystwyth, Ceredigion SY23 6NP

+44 (0)1970 632565

cyril.evans@llgc.org.uk 

www.llgc.org.uk 

John Glasby

Head of Commercial Services (Speaker)

Aberystwyth	University

Aberystwyth, Ceredigion SY23 3FL

+44 (0)1970 622978

jog40@aber.ac.uk 

www.aber.ac.uk 

NANTEOS	–	MEET	&	GREET

Nanteos

Rhydyfelin

Aberystwyth, Ceredigion SY23 4LU

01970 600522

info@nanteos.com 

www.nanteos.com 

 

Cerys Davey

Celtic	Manor	Resort	&	

ICC	Wales

01633 413000

cdavey@celtic-manor.com 

cerys@iccwales.com 
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Anna Heywood

Drover	Cycles

Forest Road

Hay on Wye  HR3 5EH

01497 822419

anna@drovercycles.co.uk 

www.drovercycles.co.uk 

Luke Skinner

Drover	Cycles

Forest Road

Hay on Wye  HR3 5EH

01497 822419

luke@drovercycles.co.uk 

www.drovercycles.co.uk 

Kate Blewitt

Team Leader, 

Economy	&	Heritage	Tourism

Economy & Enterprise (Torfaen Country Borough)

Ty Blaen Torfaen, Panteg Way, New Inn

Pontypool, Torfaen NP4 0LS

01633 648329

kate.blewitt@torfaen.gov.uk 

www.torfaen.gov.uk 

Emyr Griffith

Director

EuroWales

Princes Square

Montgomery, Wales SY15 6PZ

+44 (0)1686 669766

info@eurowales.com 

www.eurowales.com 

Alexandra Griffith

Director

EuroWales

Princes Square

Montgomery, Wales SY15 6PZ

+44 (0)1686 669766

info@eurowales.com 

www.eurowales.com 

Janet Redler

Chief Executive

Janet	Redler	Travel	&	Tourism

Suite 2A, Network House, Oxon Business Park

Shrewsbury, Spropshire SY3 5AB

+44 (0)1743 360333

jredler@janetredlertravelandtourism.com 

www.janetredlertravelandtourism.com 

John Woodward

Regional Analyst

Visit	Wales	(Grants)

Rhodfa Padarn, Llanbadarn Fawr

Aberystwyth, Ceredigion Sy23 3UR

+44 (0)300 062 2413

john.woodward@wales.gsi.gov.uk 

www.gov.wales/tourism 
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NORTHERN WALES 

Tu Hwnt I'r Bont (Tea House)

Jones Bridge

Llanrwst, Conway LL26 0PL

01492 642322

Sales@tuhwntirbont.co.uk 

www.tuhwntirbont.co.uk 

 

ANGLESEY ISLAND 

Quinton O'Shea

General Manager

Chateau	Rhianfa

Beaumaris Rd.

Menai Bridge, Anglesey LL59 5NS

01248 713 656

quintono@chateaurhianfa.com 

www.chateaurhianfa.com 

 

Gareth Wyn Jones

Farm Manager

Tyn	Llwyfan	Farm

Lôn Niwri

Llanfairfechan, Conwy LL33 0EU

(0) 7932798931

tynllwyfan@aol.com 

Dylans Criccieth

Maes	y	Mor

Criccieth, Gwynedd LL52 0HU

01766 522 773

criccieth@dylansrestaurant.co.uk 

www.dylansrestaurant.co.uk 

Alison & David Lea-Wilson

Director

The	Anglesey	Sea	Salt	Co.	Ltd.

Brynsiencyn

Isle of Anglesey, Wales LL61 6TQ

+44 (0) 1248 430871

alison@halenmon.com 

www.halenmon.com 
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Stacy Fiorentinos at Kidwelly Castle
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli

EAC in Cardiff
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli

5.0  SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
5.1	 ETC	Profile

The Educational Travel Conference/Consortium was founded in 1987 as a pioneering effort to provide highly  
customized educational programming, professional development, and affinity-based networking forums for seasoned 
alumni, museum, zoo, conservation, and nonprofit educational travel planners. It further developed to offer   
Jumpstart Training for newcomers to the field and high-level networking and peer-to-peer discussion for travel   
executives. Designed and operated from its inception as an educational resource, ETC has progressively expanded 
to serve as a valuable and respected educational and networking resource for the travel providers, tour operators,  

suppliers, and destinations that serve this market.

Both the non-profit and for-profit sectors annually attend the 
Educational Travel Conference, including 150-plus nonprofit 
travel planners from across the United States and Canada. Travel 
supplier delegates to the ETC are an internationalized group 
representing all regions of the world. Top-level decision makers 
and support staff from special-interest group travel of all sizes 
participate in the Conference. Highlights of the three key groups 
that attend ETC follow.

Nonprofit	Travel	Planners - Large and small travel programs are 
represented from alumni associations; art, museum, and   
cultural organizations; zoos and conservation groups; science 
and natural history museums; national and regional   

                 nonprofit organizations and affinity groups. Some of the   
       institutions represented include: Dartmouth College, Road Scholar  
       (formerly Elderhostel), American Museum of Natural History,   
Stanford Alumni Association, Philadelphia Zoo, California Alumni   

Association-Berkeley, Harvard Alumni Association, Santa Barbara Museum of Art, National Geographic    
Society, Metropolitan Museum of Art, The Smithsonian Institution, The Nature Conservancy, National Trust for Historic  
Preservation, Philadelphia Zoo, UCLA Alumni Travel, Alumni Association of the University of Michigan

Leading	Outbound	U.S.	Tour	Operators,	DMOs,	and	Suppliers - In addition to forging connections between travel 
planners from similar institutions, ETC brings together 
specialty operators, destinations, and suppliers from all 
corners of the world, at one time, under one roof. More 
than 100 special-interest tour operators and over 50 
specialty suppliers attend and exhibit during the  
Conference. Some of the companies represented 
include: Academic Arrangements Abroad, Odysseys 
Unlimited, Lindblad Expeditions, MIR Corp., Nomadic  
Expeditions, Alaska Wildland Tours, Global Adrenaline, 
Avalon Waterways, Oberoi Hotels & Resorts, Classic 
Escapes, Thomson Family Safaris, USI Travel Insurance 
Services, Orbridge, Black Sheep Adventures, Go Next, 
Alumni Holidays, and TCS World Travel.

U.S.	State	and	Foreign	National	Government	Tourist	
Offices - More than 50 domestic and foreign   
government tourist offices, regional destinations,  
marketing alliances, and city tourist bureaus worldwide   
converge at the ETC. Some of the destinations represented include: 
PromPerú, Dubai Tourism, Japan National Tourist Office,   
India Government Tourist Office, Jordan Tourism Board, Visit Wales, 
Mexico Tourism Board, The Egyptian Tourist Authority, The Philippine Department of Tourism, and Korea Tourism  
Organization.
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EAC working lunch, Llanerch Vineyard 
Photo credit: Mara DelliPriscoli

5.2	Appreciation	and	General	Feedback

Enormous thanks to Lauren Summers for hosting our group and giving us an opportunity to see a handful of the things 
that makes Wales a magical and versatile destination. I can't wait to share some of these experiences with my members 
and see even more of this special place. 

Mahalo for a well-planned, well-executed program to a very beautiful and interesting destination populated with nice 
people..

Overall great tour just tried to push a little too much into the trip. I of course would have loved even more nature and a 
little less cultural outings such as the afternoon tea and lunch at the castle as I feel like although we drove through two 
national parks I don’t really know what is available in either.

Many of the tours were only marked good here, when they could have been excellent, because we didn't have enough 
time - especially the Coal Mine, The Royal Mint - there was no tour at Aberystwyth University that I recall...just The 
National Library.

THANK YOU! I loved it, and am so very grateful to have had the opportunity to learn about Wales and work for the EAC!

I loved the country and its people: safe, friendly, incredibly beautiful. Lauren has risen the bar big time  - her passion, 
knowledge and overall command about Wales is something I have never seen before.  She is a tremendous asset to 
Visit Wales.

Wales was terrific. Lauren did an exceptional job and should be commended… perhaps an award!

She is a great role model for the Destinations when they come to these events.

Please know that I loved the programming and I appreciate all the hard work.

I think you did a wonderful job and have asked just about everything. THANK YOU for having me as part of the EAC. I 
loved visiting and experiencing Wales……
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5.3  EAC MEMBER NOTES IN APPRECIATION

Dear Lauren:

I want to extend my deepest gratitude to you and Visit Wales for organizing an unforgettable EAC meeting to Wales. 
This was my fourth EAC meeting (first as Emeritus council) and I feel that this was the most well-organized meeting 
with the perfect balance of meeting time and touring. 

It was invaluable for me to see some of the sites and stay at some of the properties my members experienced in 2016. 
Our program gave me some terrific ideas for the next group I plan to bring to Wales in late summer 2018. 

Our meeting demonstrated the terrific value of a tourism board. Our board members represent a diverse contingency- 
university alumni, art museums, tour operators, etc., and we were shown that Wales is a destination with something 
for everyone. Even the sites that may not specifically represent my interests were fun. I never thought I would enjoy 
the visits to the coal mine museum and the Royal Mint as much as I did. I believe I was the last one out of both sites! 

 Besides beautiful scenery, terrific visits, and great food, the Welsh people were what made the whole trip special. I 
don't remember such warmth and hospitality on a past trip. And none of it would have been possible without you. You 
went above and beyond being an invaluable colleague and offered your knowledge of all things Wales. You have such a 
clear love for the destination. You must have been Welsh in a past life :)

I can't wait to start planning the Art Institute of Chicago's second member trip to Wales with you. 

lechyd da!

Aleksandra	Matic,	Associate	Director,	Member	Travel,	The	Art	Institute	of	Chicago

Dear Lauren,

Sorry for the delay in sending this message to you, it’s been non-stop travel since our tremendous journey through 
Wales.  But I write this with many happy memories of our travels and a strong appreciation for a successful trip on so 
many levels. 

The program was well planned and comprehensive.  We were introduced to the vibrant city of Cardiff with its ancient 
castle, youthful exuberance, bustling downtown, expansive park, cuisine, waterfront, National Museum and Senedd.  
We traveled the expanse of the country from Southeast to Northwest.  Along the way we experienced the Royal Mint, 
Llanerch Vineyard, Penderyn Whisky, Llangoed Hall, Glandyfi Castle, National Library, Llangollen, Tu Hwntl’r Bont for 
Welsh Tea, Chateau Rhianfa, Snowdonia and much more...whew!  An intensive but informative encounter with South 
and North Wales.   

What most impressed me were the people that we met...their warmth and humor, passion and and generosity as they 
introduced us to the history, wonders and beauty of Wales.  Most notably, our Cambria representative Kathryn Colling 
who endured our wanton ways with grace as she valiantly tried to organize us and keep us on schedule.  In spite of our 
best efforts, all went smoothly.  Also Gareth Coombes at the National Assembly and Diarmuid Johnson who   
entertained us with poetry and music.  I particularly enjoyed our in-home dinner, where we were welcomed like family. 

The EAC meetings were stimulating and productive.  Interacting with colleagues both formally and informally added a 
distinct dimension to the trip and provided strong enrichment throughout.   

And, of course, you Lauren.  You are a tremendous representative of Visit Wales.  You planned, organized and executed 
a rewarding and educational experience for all of us.  Thank you for your tireless efforts!  Your dedication to Wales and 
the Educational Travel Community are worthy of great commendation.  All that you did is greatly appreciated. I look 
forward to working with you to plan a successful Wales program for AHI Travel in the coming days.  In the meantime, 
sending warm wishes to you with gratitude

Joseph	Small,	Chief	Executive	Officer

AHI Travel
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Dear Lauren,

I wanted to thank you for putting together such an amazing trip for the Executive Advisory Council (EAC) of the  
Educational Travel Consortium (ETC).From an operational perspective, the execution was flawless. The guides and  
drivers were courteous and knowledgeable, always eager to help. The transportation units used were in  excellent 
shape and very comfortable. The itinerary went exactly as planned without a single hiccup. I must admit that my 
knowledge of Wales was very limited before the trip, so the visit was something I was extremely eager about. As the 
program progressed, it became more and more obvious that the design of it was very carefully crafted, so that not 
only we learned a tremendous amount about the destination, but also done in a way that the interests of the   
different constituencies were fully met. Wales is an amazing destination: beautiful, a tremendous amount of extremely 
interesting history and populated by incredible people: simple, friendly and extremely proud of their heritage. Your 
passion for everything Wales and your knowledge of the country, past and present, is simply outstanding. You are a 
true ambassador for Wales, and tremendous asset to your organization. Your drive and leadership made for an   
unforgettable experience. My most sincere gratitude for making it possible.

Kind regards,

Enrique	M.	Velasco	Director

COLTUR Peru

Hi Lauren,

I’m so very sorry it’s taken me this long to email you to THANK YOU for the most outstanding trip in Wales. I thoroughly 
enjoyed the gorgeous country and your attention to detail was beyond exemplary.  The venues chosen, the   
magnificent lodging, the fabulous food, the experiences we shared, everything was more than expected. I suppose one 
has a pre-determined idea of how ‘civilized’ Great Britain is, but I don’t think I was prepared for the incredible   
landscapes, the lovely and warm people, the hedges, the ocean, the mountains, the tall tales, the CASTLES, everything 
that makes Wales such a fascinating destination. Bringing in the various characters to make the story of Wales more 
compelling was also one of the key factors – whether it was visiting the parliament, a Welsh sheep farm, the salt   
factory, or just the Cardiff Castle.

I know what you will ask me – what was my favorite part, but it’s so difficult to choose. I LOVED Pembrokeshire –  
visiting the Cathedral and Archbishop’s Palace in fog (expecting a ghost to pop out at any minute), seeing some of the 
beautiful castles, feasting the eyes on the seascapes, and of course our lovely afternoon at Tenby for one of the most 
spectacular settings with the castle, the high walls and the sea!  I thoroughly enjoyed the Brecon Beacons with   
beautiful countryside and all that sheep!  Driving through Snowdonia, experiencing that incredible high tea, and  
reaching the Island of Anglesey was a treat. Having dinner with the family in Anglesey was especially enjoyable, but 
way too short! Staying at the mansion, at the castle – being the ‘Duchess’ of Englesey (HA!) … and on, and on, and on. 
The list is never ending. And, let’s not forget the group we were traveling with – all interesting, fascinating colleagues 
and a treat to be with, and Mr. Summers held his own – loved Walter!

Selecting Cambria to run the fam was a great choice. Kathryn was wonderful and a pleasure to travel with.  I’m  
rejuvenated and feel incredibly blessed to have been part of the EAC group. I look forward to working with you and 
Cambria to develop a travel planners fam trip for the Spring of 2018, and to bringing groups to your beautiful country.

All the best,

Stacy	Fiorentinos,	President

Classic Escapes, Inc.
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Dear Lauren and our Wales hosts,

Fantastic, fabulous, extraordinary are just a few of the words I would use to describe the week our group had in Wales. 
While you all know that Wales is a great destination the work, kindness, and genuine care you all showed in hosting 
the group did not go unnoticed. I could tell that a lot of work and planning went into making sure our group had a 
unique experience and saw all the different opportunities Wales has to offer. Beyond the beautiful landscapes and 
cultural areas what really blew me away was the unending kindness everyone we interacted with had which has left a 
lasting impression on me.

So I just wanted to express my deep gratitude for an amazing week, I will certainly make sure as many people as I know 
get to Wales as soon as they can.

Thank-you

Ben	Sander,Dynamic	Operations	Guru	Black	Sheep	Adventures,	Inc

Aloha Lauren,

 I wanted to send you a belated mahalo nui (big thank you) for the very-well executed and very enjoyable program that 
you put together for the Executive Advisory Council of the Educational Travel Community in late May.  My apologies for 
my delayed thanks – can I pitch it as “I wanted the happy feeling of a job well done to linger awhile, so I didn’t want to 
send my thanks at the same time as all the other, more timely expressions?”

 It was a real pleasure getting to know you better and getting to see you in action.  You do a fantastic job                     
representing Wales!  Such a good job, in fact, that I was confused as to whether you were Welsh or had Welsh  
heritage, as you always referred to “we” so convincingly when referring to Wales and things Welsh.  This is essential 
to representing a place well, and you have this down to a t!  Your passion and excitement for Wales is contagious and 
made us excited for each day’s activities and led us to highly anticipate that which we had yet to experience.

The trip was very well organized and flowed seamlessly, with everything always as it should be with the planned  
schedule.  As a tour operator, I know this is not easily accomplished, so I appreciate the great care that went into 
making sure that every detail was well-selected and well-executed.  And the quality of the experience – from the 
transportation, to the accommodation, to the meals, to the sites visited was top notch!  As it should be with this sort of 
meeting/familiarization trip, my only regret was that we didn’t have more time to experience more fully the places we 
visited and the places we stayed.  Of course that would have meant that we would have seen and experienced less, so 
it’s a desire that must remain unfulfilled until we are able to return, but then that’s exactly the point, isn’t it!

So, once again, thank you for a terrific experience of a beautiful and welcoming place.  I eagerly look forward to visiting 
Wales again in the future, and I appreciate all you did in making this trip so special.

Mahalo and a hui hou (until we meet again),

Andrew	Lockwood,	CMP,	CEO,	President	Pacific	Islands	Institute

Dear Lauren,

Thank you for your inviting me to join the EAC group in Wales. I had an incredible time learning more about the 
amazing country of Wales. I especially appreciate the many meetings you set up for me with various adventure travel 
outfitters and for the post trip extension you enabled. It was wonderful to get a chance to bike with the local guides, 
so thank you very much for setting all of that up. It was great to hear you speak about Wales as if you are a native and 
say "we" or "us" when talking about Wales. The whole experience in Wales left me excited to sell the country to our 
travelers. 

Thanks,

Fred	Ackerman,	Chief	Shepherding	Officer,	Black	Sheep	Adventures,	Inc
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Dear Lauren,

Just a  few lines to convey my appreciation to you, to the Wales Office of Tourism and its partners for having hosted us, 
the Educational Travel Conference Executive Advisory Board last month.

Our meeting was very productive and it had to do both with the quality of the venues selected and your personal  
involvement as a moderator and participant. The social portion of the gathering was also expertly put together and 
thanks to the expertise of Cambria DMC, Aled and Kathryn, and the expert support staff they devoted to the itinerary. 
Considering the tight schedule, we were able to sample a broad selection of what Wales has to offer as a travel   
destination. Positive there is still a lot to discover but provided the meeting’s very busy program, you did a  great job.

And it is also very refreshing to hear you talk so passionately about Wales, it’s rich culture. And your mastery of the 
Welsh language and it’s pronounciation is amazing. You are an exceptional asset to the Wales Office of Tourism. Any 
travel board would be honoured to have such a dedicated resource on its staff.

For all that Lauren, thank you and we’ll be back in some way or other.

Sincerely, 

Jean	Bouffard,	Institutional	Development,	Adventure	Canada

Good morning, Lauren –

Thank you very much for hosting and orchestrating such a meaningful EAC meeting in Wales last week!  It was my first 
time to Wales and I was very impressed with all that we saw and experienced.  A true highlight was the visit to the 
Senedd with Gareth; his passion, charisma, and enthusiasm was contagious and he is a perfect ambassador for the  
country. 

The Traveling Owls has not offered a trip to Wales in recent history but I’m looking forward to sending a group in 2019.  
Having experienced highlights first hand, I know our travelers will love their time in the country.  Looking forward to 
partnering with you in the future!

Again, my warm thanks for a great meeting and experience in Wales!

Dan	Stypa,	M.S.,	Associate	Director	of	Alumni	Programs,	Rice	University

Lauren,

As we all settle back in to life back in our offices, I wanted to thank you for your incredible time, effort and coordination 
of an inspiring experience in Wales.

You gave us the best of the best in Wales and showed us the rich culture and heritage that is there.  With your contacts 
and knowledge, we got a wonderful behind the scenes overview and I am in awe of what you have put together for the 
EAC meeting.

You are one very talented professional. Visit Wales is very fortunate to have you on their team.

Thanks again for being the consummate host. I will keep Wales top of mind for my friends/colleagues, etc.

Karen	Kuttner-Dimitry,	Vice	President	of	Affinity/Charter	Sales,	Lindblad	Expeditions
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Dear Lauren,

The trip offered many extraordinary opportunities. I am very grateful that I was privileged to be a part of this program. 
I have seen you at ETC for over a decade and as part of the EAC, and could always palpably feel your excitement and 
passion for Wales. Now I understand why! Thank you. I know that your heart and soul was part of this tour. You are an 
extraordinary representative for Wales and exemplary in how you promote this beautiful country. I don’t think any of us 
would miss the opportunity to go back – and all of us would offer the destination if we can. You are a tireless and  
enthusiastic asset for them – all with my gratitude.

My gratitude of course extends to Visit Wales - enormously. Their generosity and support of our meeting was in line with 
the expectation of great people, great place, and the heartfelt love of country you have always promised.

Cambria Tours clearly had a challenge to show us as much of Wales as possible – and we clearly would need much more 
time to visit this gorgeous and varied country. They did a wonderful job, and really did well to ‘heard the cats’ that we 
are as a group. Everyone attending to us was kind, thoughtful, making every effort – and unflappable (!). Wales - so 
much history, so much beautiful landscape, warm people, determined people, interesting food, ancient architecture and 
love of Rugby and country. I got a wonderful taste of all of this.

I think that if we did this again, I would suggest more vendor meet & greets, with the opportunity for a slide show/video 
presentation. As we were also there with the purpose of meeting and accomplishing our ETC tasks, some of the sites 
may not have had my full attention. My fault, surely, but perhaps a good note to make for visiting groups with dual  
purposes. I missed the Vineyard, and the visit to Glandyfyfi Castle was quick. The bakery demonstration was lengthy, 
and I am not sure if it was on ‘traditional breads’ of Wales. I felt like the location there – the sea, the castle ruins, were 
aspects I would have liked to learn more about. The mixed vendor meeting at Nanteos Mansion was terrific, because we 
could speak with vendors, hear poetry and music, while visiting a potential site.

 I have a much better understanding – and overwhelming appreciation-- of what would be a great itinerary, and am 
hopeful for a  regular Duke Alumni Travels opportunity and a group affiliated with our beautiful Gardens at Duke.

Wales was everything you promised, and still much more than I imagined. Again, I am so very grateful to have been  
provided this opportunity, this gift, to experience Wales. I learned so very much about the history, the present – and 
even future aspirations of this fierce country. This program was truly in line with our mission of educational travel.

A warm hug, and my forever gratitude. All of your work and from those in Wales provided me with a travel program of a 
lifetime.

Warmest Wishes,

Beth	Ray-Schroeder	’83,	Director,	Duke	Alumni	Travels,	Duke	Alumni	Association

Dear Lauren,

My many thanks to you for a very enjoyable and enlightening tour of Wales!  It was a very productive and enjoyable 
visit to this beautiful country. The mixture of touring, the various sites, the various lodging, the food, and meetings with 
local vendors and local experts all truly made this a memorable trip and an experience that helped me understand the 
country and what it has to offer.

I appreciated time in the city and exploring Cardiff, a most energized city with much to see and do, combined with time 
in the countryside, for walking, exploring, and getting to understand life in rural Wales. Our time with local vendors was 
meaningful and provided us with more information on what is possible in country.  I am interested to know more on 
how a walking tour (on the continuous trail along the coast) would work and the lodging available.  Finally, our dinner 
with local citizens was very enjoyable.  I have never experienced that before (although it has been offered on a few MIT 
trips). Thank you for that.

I am sure much work went into the planning and execution of the trip. My many thanks to you and Kathryn!

Sincerely,

Melissa	Chapman	Gresh,	MIT	Alumni	Travel	Program
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Dear Clare,  

The ETC Executive Advisory Council and staff wish to express our most sincere thanks to Tourism Wales for hosting us 
in May for our annual planning meeting.  Lauren Summers and Cambria Tours designed a well targeted program for the 
educational travel niche and their passion for promotion of Wales as a cultural destination shone through in each and 
every detail.  We were thrilled to be able to experience all that Wales has to offer and everyone left with ideas to launch 
innovative cultural immersion and educational group tours.

Professionally having designed tours to Wales for the Smithsonian a few decades ago, I had driven many of the byways 
throughout Wales with the exception of St. Davids. The pre-EAC meeting trip to St. Davids was therefore a definitive 
highlight for me personally.  It is indeed a very special place in Wales, and in the world.  It was sheer brilliance to include 
this option as a pre-tour option.

We hope that you will find the information contained in the Wales Report useful in your marketing campaign as well 
most insightful for future product development and USA directed promotions.

Without question, Wales will receive excellent visibility for this strategic hosting of the EAC meeting.  I am thrilled with 
the feedback from EAC members.

We are deeply grateful to Lauren’s guiding light in putting this EAC program in motion. As a valued and longstanding 
member of the ETC’s Executive Advisory Council, Lauren holds an integral leadership role within the Educational Travel 
Community.  She is well respected for her foresight and professionalism and has provided an example par excellence 
of how a destination representatives should showcase their countries – poignantly, purposely and passionately. From 
my personal perspective I am constantly impressed by her depth of knowledge of marketing and her commitment to 
advancing the knowledge of Wales within the educational travel industry.  Given her exceptional presentation skills and 
astute marketing acumen from traditional to all things social, she has made a definitive mark as one of the significant 
leaders in the travel industry at large.  It is indeed a privilege and pleasure to work with her on the EAC and the EAC 
meeting annually.

Lauren has spoken so highly of you and the Visit Wales team.  Therefore it was terrific to have had the opportunity to 
meet you at the Park Plaza in Cardiff. 

With very best regards, 

J. Mara DelliPriscoli, ETC Founder 



6.0   PRE TOUR EXTENSION
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6.1	 Pre-Tour	Extension	Itinerary

EAC Pre-Tour Extension 
Pembrokeshire, Wales 

May 15 – 18, 2017
Program developed by Cambria Tours.

Monday,	May	15th

1:00 PM Meet driver at Cardiff Airport – Transfer to St	Davids

The city of St Davids is situated on the far southwest 
coast of Wales. Granted city status by Queen Elizabeth 
II because of the presence of the cathedral St Davids 
is in reality a small attractive village. Situated within 
the Pembrokeshire Coast national Park, St Davids is  
surrounded by spectacular coastal scenery renowned 
for its beauty and abundance of wildlife.

Arrive at Twr	y	Felin	Hotel

3:45 PM Twr y Felin is a luxury contemporary art hotel 
offering 21 ensuite bedrooms, including two suites; fine 
dining restaurant Blas, cozy bar Cornel and   
gallery lounge Oriel. This striking contemporary art 
hotel with strong Welsh flavor has over one hundred 
pieces of specially commissioned art inspired by 
the St Davids peninsula and Pembrokeshire, and 
has recently been crowned hotel of the year at 
the Welsh Hospitality Awards. Meet your fellow 
travelers tonight for dinner in the Blas restaurant in your hotel.

6:45 PM Dinner at Blas	Restaurant, Twr y Felin Hotel

Blas – meaning ‘Taste’ in Welsh – offers a menu influenced by the season and locality, with dishes designed to reflect 
Wales and its produce. In less than eight months open, Blas has achieved two Rosettes under Head Chef Simon Coe.

Overnight	accommodations
Twr y Felin Hotel
Caerfai Road
St Davids, Pembrokeshire SA62 6QT 
+44 1437 725555 
www.twryfelinhotel.com

Tuesday,	May	16th

7:00 AM  Breakfast at hotel until 8:00 AM

10:00 AM  Visit	St	Davids	Cathedral	and	Bishops	Palace

The wonderful Cathedral here is well worth a visit, as are 
the ruins of the medieval Bishops Palace next to it.  
St David, or Dewi Sant as he is called in the Welsh  
language, is the patron Saint of Wales and was one 
of the early saints who helped to spread Christianity 
among the pagan Celtic tribes of Western Britain.    
St Davids shrine became a great place of pilgrimage- it   
was said that four visits to S. Davids were considered    
the equivalent of two to Rome and one to Jerusalem.

St. David's Cathedral
 

Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli

St. David's Cathedral
 

Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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11:30 AM Tour of Penrhiw	Hotel

A five star gold guest accommodation in 2016, Penrhiw Hotel is the perfect 
hotel for your holiday to explore Pembrokeshire. Penrhiw is perfectly  
located with complimentary transfers available to our AA Two Rosette  
Blas Restaurant at Twr y Felin Hotel and within a short walk of St Davids 
Cathedral.

12:30 PM Grab lunch at a downtown deli and drive to Melin	Tregwynt	
Woolen	Mill

A working mill, owned by the same family since 1912. These fabrics are 
the product of a way of thinking, of working and of living handed down 
through three generations of the family owned business. The skills 
and knowledge of all the staff, both past and present, keep the 
tradition of Welsh weaving alive at Melin Tregwynt. Melin Tregwynt 
fabrics are simple in spirit, satisfying in quality and timeless in design.

3:30 PM Tour of Roch	Castle	Hotel

The best 5 star hotel in Wales for 2017 by Trivago and Hotel of the Year 2016 in the Welsh Hospitality Awards. Roch  
Castle Hotel is perfect for your dream holiday or wedding. Sitting high above the landscape offering panoramic views 
over St. Brides Bay and the Preseli Hills, choose a bed and breakfast stay or take exclusive use and indulge in unique  
accommodation.

5:00 PM  Optional Coastal	Path	Walk

Wales offers the world’s first uninterrupted coastal route around a country, and Pembrokeshire arguably offers some of 
the finest beaches on the path! Known for its stunning coastline, it often tops lists of the UK and even the world’s best 
beaches. The Pembrokeshire Coast Path National Trail contains 186 miles of stunning coastal scenery and during this trip 
you will have a chance to explore some of this landscape

7:00 PM Dinner at Cwtch	Restaurant

St Davids’ award-winning restaurant, our food is described a British classics with a contemporary twist focusing on  
quality sustainable locally sourced seasonal produce. Served in a relaxed, informal setting with an emphasis on warm 
friendly service. Big flavours cleanly presented.

Overnight at Twr y Felin Hotel

Wednesday,	May	17th

8:00 AM  Breakfast at hotel

9:00 AM  Transfer to Welsh Lovespoon Workshop

10:00 AM  Presentation at Welsh Lovespoon Workshop

Your first stop today will be the Welsh Lovespoon Centre just 
outside Tenby. This family run workshop continues the ancient 
Welsh tradition of carving lovespoons and you can enjoy a 
demonstration and explanations of the lovespoons which have 
built up over the years.

11:30 AM Visit to Carew	Castle

Carew Castle and Tidal Mill’s rich history spans over 2,000 
years and tells of knights of the realm, kingmakers,             
Elizabethan intrigue and civil war devastation. Set in    
a stunning location overlooking a 23-acre millpond, the Castle is one of the most architecturally diverse in Wales; from 
the west a Norman fortress, yet from the north a splendid Elizabethan mansion.

Melin Tregwynt Woolen Mill
 

Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli

Roch Castle Hotel Entrance 
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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1:00 PM  Depart for Tenby

There is plenty to enjoy in the historic harbor town of Tenby including the 13th Century medieval town walls, Tenby  
Castle, or take a lovey stroll on the picturesque beach. Visit quaint little shops and relish the scenic beauty of this small 
town by the sea.

6:00 PM  Enjoy an early dinner at Tenby’s	Blue	Ball	Restaurant

Situated in historic Tenby, the Blue Ball sources ingredients from the finest local suppliers, many of whom have won  
national awards for their produce. The Blue Ball is a “must visit” destination for anyone who likes good, home cooked 
food using impeccably sourced local ingredients, but who also demand        
excellent value for money.

Overnight accommodation at Twr y Felin Hotel

Thursday,	May	18th

8:00 AM  Breakfast at hotel

9:00 AM  Transfer to Kidwelly	Castle

Kidwelly Castle is a mighty and imposing monument of Norman power. It is also a 
beautiful example of castle development, as the castle was dramatically 
altered on a number of occasions to conform to the latest thinking in 
military science. The ringwork at Kidwelly was constructed on a steep 
ridge overlooking the River Gwendraeth at its upper tidal limit.

10:30 AM  Transfer to the	Gower	Peninsula

Stop at a local grocery store along the way to pick up lunch supplies for a picnic lunch at the highest point on the Gower 
Peninsula where Gower Ponies roam free.

1:30 PM  Transfer to Rhossili	Bay	and	the	Worm’s	Head

The village of Rhossili at the western extremity of the Peninsula offers two of the most spectacular views of Gower.  
Looking westwards from the Worm’s Head hotel lies the serpent shaped headland of Worm’s Hear. Looking north from 
the village, the dramatic expanse of Rhossili Bay offers a view spectacular enough to hold the attention of those who 
return time and time again to this destination.

3:15 PM  Depart the Gower Peninsula for transfer to Cardiff

Welsh Lovespoon Workshop
 

Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli

Steve & Emily Ridgway at Roch Castle
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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5:00 PM  Arrival in Cardiff and check in at Park	Plaza	Hotel

The 4 star Park Plaza Hotel is situated in the heart of Cardiff city centre just a short stroll from all the main shopping  
centres, Cardiff university, Cardiff Castle, City Hall and the world famous Principality Stadium.

7:00 PM  Dinner at Vegetarian	Food	Studio (For those interested)

Bringing you the real authentic taste of India by using fresh vegetables, herbs and spices to create unique vegetarian 
dishes. Located on Penarth Road, a short walk away from the city centre is our friendly, family run restaurant which  
offers an extensive range of pan- asian vegetarian dishes which has earned us an army of devotees.

Overnight	accommodations
Park	Plaza	Hotel
Greyfriars Road
Cardiff, Wales CF10 3AL 
+44 (0) 2920 111 111 
www.parkplazacardiff.com

Rhossili Bay and Worm's Head 
Photo credit: J. Mara DelliPriscoli
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6.2	 Feedback	on	pre-tour	Extension	to	Pembrokeshire	:

A small group of EAC members and ETC staff selected the Pembrokeshire pre-tour extension.  They each felt the inclusion 
of the pre-tour was of value to their overall Wales experience.

• St. David's Cathedral and Bishops Abby wasn't mentioned in this survey and it was an excellent tour.

• St. David's was a very special place, if not magical and perhaps the top site highlight of the trip.  The guide was  
excellent and the hotel accommodations were indeed superb as well as the service par excellence.  Highly recommend 
that St. David's is included in an itinerary even if as an extension. If so, I suggest offering it as a pre-extension as it 
sets the tone so well for a deep dive into Wales touring.

• Loved the pre-extension. I enjoyed all of Wales, but this was definitely one of my favorite spots. Loved the hotel, the 
rugged countryside, absolutely adored the tour of St. David’s and the afternoon at Tenby.

• Emily and I loved the extension. It whetted our appetite to see more of Wales (particularly since we missed the rest of 
the trip!). The guide was good. The vehicle that was provided was too small for the group and our luggage, but we 
coped and that didn't spoil the experience, for sure. Our only other comment would be that the hotel was exceptional, 
the food better than we had expected, and the experience outstanding.

6.3	 Ratings	for	Pembrokeshire:
Accommodations,	Touring	&	Food

Vegetarian 
Food Studio: 
Dinner

Worm's 
Head & 
Rhossili Bay

Gower 
Peninsula: 
Lunch

Gower 
Peninsula: 
Tour

Kidwelly 
Castle: Tour

Blue Ball 
Restaurant: 
Dinner

Walk on the 
beach: 5/17

Tenby 
Castle: Tour

Carew 
Castle: Tour

Excellent 2 2 1 4 1 2 1
Good 2 3 3 4 1 3 2 2 4
Average 2
N/A 3 1 1 1
Poor

0	   1	   2	   3	   4	   5	   6	  

Vegetarian Food Studio: Dinner 

Worm's Head & Rhossili Bay 

Gower Peninsula: Lunch 

Gower Peninsula: Tour 

Kidwelly Castle: Tour 

Blue Ball Restaurant: Dinner 

Walk on the beach: 5/17 

Tenby Castle: Tour 

Carew Castle: Tour 

Welsh Lovespoon Centre: Tour 

Cwtch in St. Davids: Dinner 

Pembrokeshire Coast Footpath 

Roch Castle Hotel: Site Visit 

Melin Tregwnt Woolen Mill: Tour 

Penrhiw Hotel: Site Inspection 

Twr y Felin Hotel: Meals 

Twr y Felin Hotel: 

Excellent 

Good 

Average 

N/A 

Poor 
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6.4	 LOCAL	CONTACTS	&	RESOURCES	FOR	PRE-TOUR	

Paula Ellis 
Group General Manager 
Twr	Y	Felin	Hotel,	Roch	Castle	Hotel,	Penrhiw	Hotel	
Retreats	Group	Ltd,	Roch	House,	Brawdy	Business	Park	
Pembrokeshire, Wales SA62 6NP 
+44 (0)1437 725 555 
paula.ellis@retreatsgroup.com  

Emma Bowen 
Marketing and Events Manager 
Twr	Y	Felin	Hotel,	Roch	Castle	Hotel,	Penrhiw	Hotel	
Roch	House,	Brawdy	Business	Park	
Pembrokeshire, Wales SA62 6NP 
+44 (0)1437 725 555 
emma.bowen@retreatsgroup.com  

Dai (David) Phillips 
Blue	Badge	Guide	for	Wales	
Wales Best Guides 
07980 525432 
dai@aboutwales-guides.org.uk  
www.walesbestguides.com/guides/dai-phillips  

Melin Tregwynt Woolen Mill 
Castlemorris	
Haverfordwes,t Wales SA62 5UX 
01348 891288 
www.melintregwynt.co.uk  

Cwtch	Restaurant	
22 High Street 
St. Davids, Pembrokeshire SA62 65D 
+44 (0)1437 720491 
info@cwtchrestaurant.co.uk  
www.cwtchrestaurant.co.uk  

Kerry Thomas 
Founder/Woodcarver 
The	Lovespoon	Workshop	
Inwood, Cold Inn 
Kilgetty, Pembrokeshire SA68 0RP 
01834 812152 
www.thelovespoonworkshop.com  

Carew	Castle	
Pembroke 
Pembrokeshire, South Wales  
www.carewcastle.com  

Blue	Ball	Restaurant	
Upper Frog Street 
Tenby, Pembrokeshire SA70 7JD 
01834 843038 
blueballrestaurant@gmail.com  
www.theblueballrestaurant.co.uk  

Kidwelly	Castle	
Kidwelly, Pembrokeshire SA17 5BQ 
01554 890104 
kidwellycastle@wales.gsi.gov.uk  

http://cadw.gov.wales/daysout/kidwellycastle  

Neil Patel 
Owner/Head Chef 
Vegetarian	Food	Studio	
115-117 Penarth Road 
Cardiff, Wales CF11 6JU 
029 2023 8222 
enquiries@vegetarianfoodstudio.co.uk  
www.vegetarianfoodstudio.co.uk  
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P.O. Box 159
Ronan, MT 59864-0159

406.745.4800
etc@educationaltravel.travel

educationaltravel.travel


